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Tuesday, September 13
Last day to change program without
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Classes begin
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End of first B-weeks grade period
Friday, October 21
Homecoming
Saturday, November 5
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Thursday through Monday,
November 24-28
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Thursday through Monday,
December 22-January 2
First Semester ends
Friday, January 27
Registration for Second Semester
Monday, January 30
Last day to change program without
penalty
Monday, January 30
Classes begin
Tuesday, January 31
Senior Comprehensive Examination
Monday and Tuesday,
February 6-7
Last day for new registration or addi
tion of a new course
Friday, February 10
End of first S-weeks grade period
Friday, March 9
Spring Vacation
Saturday through Sunday,
March 17-25
End of 12-weeks grade period
Friday. April 27
May Day
Baccalaureate
Saturday, May 5
Sunday, June 3
Final Ezaminations
Monday through Thursday, June 4-7
Class Night Exercises
Thursday, June 7
Commencement
Friday, June 8
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GENERAL INFORMATION
George Fox College is a Christian, coeducational, democratic, non
profit organization, offering a four-year course of study in the liberal
arts. Although it is denominational in auspices, maintained by the
earnest labor and sacriiices of its friends, and under the direction and
care of the Friends Church, the college is not sectarian in policy. Young
people of good character and adequate preparation, of whatever race,
nationality, or creed, are welcomed.
History and Location
The thirty-live acre campus of George Fox College is situated at
the edge of Newberg, Oregon, a city of approximately 4,000 populati^
located twenty-four miles south of the city of Portland. It lies cm e
north bank of the historic Willamette River, in the heart of the ncti ana
scenic Willamette Valley, famous for its fruits, nuts, and other proauce.
Newberg is conveniently situated for easy access to the cuUur^
advantages of metropolitan Portlcmd and is also within a s o
to scenic areas on the Oregon coast, or to snow-capped oun '
favorite winter resort. The climate is usually mild, cmd flowers an
Qieens abound.
• • •
The early Quaker settlers who came to the Willamette Valley were
conscious that the democratic structure of their chinch demon ®
well-educated membership. Therefore, those Quaker pioneers ma e^
vision for the education of their children, even before the pub c sc
offered any educational advcmtages in this part of Oregon.
The first school was held in the humble home of one of the Pj®"®®"-
As rapidly as possible better facilities were provided, ot „
Friends Pacific Academy was organized as a secondary school. werM
Hoover, the thirty-first president of the United Stales, was a student
this early institution. He has said: "As a young student there for
years, I received whatever set I may have toward good purposes in m .
In 1891, Pacdiic College was organized, for there was by Ihcrt time
a demand for work more advanced thanthat which theAcademy offered.
Pacific Academy was discontinued in 1930.
Because of the confusion resulting from the large nu^er of insti
tutions along the Pacific coast embodying the name 'Tacific, the school
was in 1949 renamed George Fox College. The college is now eompletmg
its sixty-fourth year of continuous service, and her alumni and students
have gone out to all parts of the world to assume leading role* ingovernment, business, religion, education, medicine, and other professions
and callings.
Purpose
George Fox College is a Christian, liberal arts college which seeks
to help men and women know God and the lavrs and purposes oi His
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universe, and to assist them in reconciling their lives to these. The funda*
mental purpose oi the college is to develop Christian character and to
help students gain the theoretical and practical knowledge essential to
successful, purposeful living.
AS A LIBERAL ARTS COLLEGE, George Fox College offers an en
vironment conducive to scholastic achievement, providing its students
with on adequate opportunity for the development of personality, breadth
of outlook, a sense of purx^ose, and a sensitivity to the finer values in life.
George Fox College purposes to enable its students to place them
selves in the world and to recognize where they stand. It helps its stu
dents to develop their creative abilities, to acquire such a knowledge of
the physical universe, of the history of the race, of the structure of society,
of the nature of the individual, of the fine arts, of the common somal
amenities and practices of Christian culture, of the Christian doctrines,
practices and faith that they may be equipped to participate in life and
to make large contributions to humanity.
The college curriculum is so organized that in the first two years the
student obtains a broad knowledge of the general stream of human
culture, and during the last two years he majors in selected subjects of
special interest As a four-year liberal arts college, no graduate work is
undertaken.
A well-equipped personnel, large in proportion to the student body
(one instructor to seven students in 1954-55), directs scholastic activity
and provides individual assistance through a counseling program.
AS A CHRISTIAN INSTITUTION, George Fox College is founded on
the basic tenet that Christianity provides the only solution to the problems
of oTor changing society. It is therefore the primary aim of the college
to help the student to experience God by coming to an acceptance of
Jesus Christ as his personal Saviour and Lord. Strong emphasis fs
placed upon the necessity ol a knowledge of the Bible as the founda
tion for one's philosophy of life, and students ore encouraged to verso
themselves in Christian beliefs doctrines.
The College seeks to help its students to definite dedication of life
to the service of Christ and to that incoming of the divine Spirit without
whose help the fullest service to God and hximonity is impossible.
Humanitarian service and evangelization of the world as taught by the
New Testament are upheld to Christian youth as worthy ideals. To
accomplish these ideals, a thorough training program for prospective
missionaries, ministers, church and social workers is included in the
curriculum. George Fox College is also vitally interested in graduating
students who will serve acceptably in the various vocational fields, and
at the same time take their places as Christian laymen in their respective
churches. Thus only through devoted Chriatlike living is the present con
fused and violent society transformed.
AS A QUAKER COLLEGE, George Fox College holds fast to the
historic testimony of Friends concerning the reality of God in the uni
verse and in human life and experience. Further, fullness of life is not
found in material things alone but must include fellowship with God
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Quakers have always insisted that the whole of life must be raised to
this level of divine communion. Such experiences must issue in love and
service to God and man, thus challenging the individual to the greatest
possible development of his abilities.
George Fox College is under the direction of Oregon Yearly Meeting
of the Friends Church.
Stated in specific terms the college seeks:
1. To prepare its graduates for pursuing those vocations for which
they have studied that are open to a holder of a Baccalaureate
degree.
2. To equip the higher ranking students with suitable tools and
background for entering graduate or professional school in the
field of their major.
3. To develop Christian character.
4. To direct extra-class activities in such a manner that they will
reinforce the classroom in developing skills, leadership, respon
sibility, and creativity.
5. To administer a college community in which its students
ience development of scholarship and leam how to apply
leamiog to lUe.
6. To provide a center of leadership for Quakerism in
evangelical concepts of its founder relating to Christian ho 6s
are elaborated for contemporary needs.
Statement of Faith
a. "We believe the Holy Scriptures were given in to^ixation of God
And are thedivinely authorized record of Christian doctrines.
b. We believe that there is one God, eternally existent in three
persona—Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
c. We believe in the deity of our Lord Jesus Chnst, in His virgin
birth, in His sinless life, in His miracles, in His vicarious and aton^
death through His shed blood, in ffis bodUy resurrection, in His mcension
to the right hand of the Father as the only mediator between God ana
man and in His personal return to power and glory.
d. We believe that for the salvation of lost and sinful man regener
ation by the Holy Spirit is absolutely essentioL
e. We reverently believe that as there is one Lord, and one faith,
so there is one baptism, whereby all believers are baptized in the one
Spirit into the one Body.
f. We believe in the ministry of the Holy Spirit who fills and in
dwells the consecrated believer enabling him to live a godly life and
to carry out the Great Commission with its outreach in evangelistic,
missionary and humanitarian service.
g. We believe that the true supper of the Lord is observed when the
believer partakes spiritually and inwardly of the broken body and shed
blood of the Lord Jesus Christ.
h. We believe that all war is utterly incompatible with the plain
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precepts oi our divine Lord and Lawgiver in His instructions to His
ioUowers.
i. We believe in the resturection of both the saved and the lost;
they that ore saved unto the resurrection of life and they that ore lost
unto the resurrection of damnation.
Academic Standing
The college is tinder advisement of the Northwest Association of
Secondary and Higher Schools. It is actively pursuing membership in
this regional body. Letters of standing are on file from colleges nearby
which protect credits earned by the students. Graduates witb good
scholastic records are transferring to graduate schools and completing
advanced degrees without loss of credit from George Fox College.
The college is approved by the Oregon State System of Higher
Education for the training of elementary teachers in conjunction with
tho Oregon College of Education in a joint-degree program. It is also
approved by the Federal Government for the education of veterans and
by the United States Attorney General for the admission of alien
students.
College Management
The George Fox College Corporation is the basic organizational
unit of the college, which meets once each year. Its members are ai>-
pointed by the College Board of Trustees, the Alumni Association, and
Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends.
A Board of Trustees, of which the college president is a member
ex-officio, has general charge of the college, electing members of the
faculty, administering finances, conferring degrees, and outlining gen
eralpoli^. This body, composed offifteen members, is divided into three
^oups, each group serving for a period of three years. Two-fifths of
the insmbers ore nominated by the Board itself, two-fifths by the Execu-
uve Committee of Oregon Yearly Meeting, and one-fifth by the Alumni
Association.
To the faculty is delegated the direct control of the work of the
college in both instruction and discipline. They recommend to the Board
of Trustees those suitoble to receive degrees and certificates.
The administration oi the college endowment funds is in the hands
of a committee consisting, at present, of three able and judicious busi
ness and professioQal men of the city of Newberg. Great care has been
taken to make only the beat and safest investments with the endowment
hinds of the college, so that there has been little shrinking in the value
of the invested funds.
Annual reports are prepared by the college management and sub
mitted to Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends, and this body appoints a
^iting coi^ttee whose duty it is tovisit he college frequently to keep
in touch with the work and to offer any suggestions, advice, or encour
agement they deem proper.
George Fox College is the result of Christian sacrifice, and its suc
cess is due to the enterprise and generosity of its friends who have stood
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by it faithfully from the first, many of whom have made, and are still
making, heroic sacrifices to insure its continuation.
Buildings and Equipment
The campus and buildings of George Fox College are adequate and
compare favorably with other colleges in this area.
CAMPUS. The work of the college is carried on in eight hidings
located on a thirty-five acre campus which is pleiMontly IcmdK^ed
and well-kept. A natural wooded canyon, spanned by a rustic bridge,
forms the eastern boundary of the campus,
ATHLETIC FIELD. The athletic field lies adjacent to the gymnasium
at the northeast comer of the campus.
WOOD-MAR HALL. The main college H^,
contains most of the rooms for recitation, the auditon^.
the administration offices, and the Home Economics ytar.
named in honor of Mrs. Amanda M.Woodward and v 5 .
tin, who had much to do with the raising of the funds or i
HESTER GYMNASIUM. Thomas Hester Memorial
new concrete-block structure with a possible seatmg dros-
It has a maximum-sized playing floor, a large game rcwm, lyu'cation
sing rooms, and offices for both men's and women's Physical Education
^LIBRARY. The library, a former government buU^g
ed on the campus, contains over 17,500 volumes
lunes of valuable periodical literature. More than . ^^elved.
zines, weeklies, dailies, and other periodicals OTe nhrfrrv the
Students may also use the facalities of the Newberg P whichState Library at Salem, and the Portland Pubhc Library, with whicn
a liberal borrowing agreement exists.
SCIENCE HALL. The Science Hall, erected in the ,_i,o '
is a brick structure containing one biology and ^ ®r- !^ri Father
tories, and a common classroom. It is the gift of Dr. Ichn C. and Esther
Brougher of Vancouver, Washington.
FINE ARTS. The Fine Arts building, eonstracted ^
classrooms and oUices for the music and art departments, and music
practice rooms.
DINING HALL. A large, modem dining hall rad
added to the college equipment in 1947. This buUding also contains
three small apartments.
KANYON HALL. A two-story dormitory for women. It contc^ a
large and pleasantly decorated living room, ^est roo^ <md house
mother's apartment aswell as rooms for twenty-five to thirty girls.
EDWARDS HALL. Edwards Hall is a three story house, recently
remodeled, which contains dormitory _rooms, a large sleeping porch,
housemother's apartment, and two living rooms.
APARTMENTS. Six structures, containing four apartments in each,
have been provided the college bythe Government for the use of married
students.
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Orgonizcrtiozis and Activities
The management of George Fox College believes that a wise choice
of eztzacunicular activity may make a valuable contribution to a
student's education. An earnest effort is made to prevent such outside
interest from interfering with the regular work of the classroom, but
students are encouraged to participate in the student activities of the
college. A point system guards against the danger of capable and popu
lar students being burdened with too much extracurricular work and
responsibility.
No society or organization is permitted among the students except
by permission of the faculty. The constitution, bylaws and activities
of all student organizations are subject to faculty approval. The organ
ization of all extraciuricular activities should be completed early in
the semester in order to insure proper scheduling; each organization
is required to select an adviser from the faculty within the first two
weeks of the school year, otherwise an adviser will be appointed by the
President of the college.
Each student shall list all of his extracurricular activities in the
office on back of his Information Desk Cord and shell keep this list
up to date. The faculty may at any time reduce or limit the number
of activities engaged in by any student. Students must have been en
rolled in George Fox College for at least one semester to be eligible for
offices in student organizations except for offices in the freshman class
cud in The Crescent and L'Ami staffs.
Visiting speakers may be brought to the campus only by consent
of the chapel committee. All student programs and activities must be
ueared through the Dean of the college and respective faculty advisers
before being prepared for presentation, and scheduled with the extra
curricular activity committee.
Organizations
^socioted Students of George Fox College is an organizcrtion of
all the students in the college who carry at least 12 hours of work. It is
the governing power of the student body, headed by the Student Coun
cil which is made up of the association officers and class representatives.
'^® A.S.G.F.C. sponsors the publication of the campus newspaper.The Crescent and the student yearbook, L'AmS. It also sponsors such af-
ioirs as the annual May Day celebration, student social events, plays
and iorensics activities.
S.C.U. CStudent Christian Union). The purpose of the S.C.U. is to
fux&er all Cliristiazi octivitids on llio campus cxnd to provido varied
activities enabling every student who so desires to participate in some
phase of Christian work.
The S.C.U. publishes the Student Handbook, plans weekly student
prayer meetings, and sponsors a week of special evangelistic services
each semester. Deputation work is carried on throughout the year. Re
ligious meetings of a varied nature are held on S.C.U. chapel day each
week.
F.M.F. CForeign Missions Fellowship). The F.M.F., George Fox Col-
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lege chapter, is affiliated with the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship,
an international organization which functions in educational institutions
as an interdenominational vehicle for evangelizing students and helping
them grow in the Christian faith. The F.M.F. has as its aims the study
of foreign fields, the acquaintance with particular needs of foreign fields
for members already having calls, and the giving of opportunity for
others to find the place God has for them In mission work.
S.M.A. (Student Ministerial Association). The S.MJI. is made up
oi those students who have a definite call to fulltime service as pastors,
evangelists, or missionaries. Meetings axe held bi-weekly
purpose of discussing the mutual problems of the ftuture work of the
members. Speakers ore various ministers and interested members o
the faculty.
M.A.A. and W.A.A. The Men's Athletic Association
Athletic Association ore organizations which represent the e
terests of the men and women of the college.
G.F. (foimerly "Gold P."). The G.F. Club is for men who h^
won a varsity letter in any major sport and who have teen
in by the members. It sponsors the annual grade
tournament. One of the outstanding social events of the college m m
formal banquet given towards the end of the year by the . .
GOLD "Q" CLUB. Girls who have won two letters in coUep
are eligible for the Gold Q Club. The club sponsors one of the swim
events oi most interest during the year—its annual ,Tthletic
near St. Valentine's Day. The club endeavors to
activities and furnish the pep and spirit needed in aU school aitairs.
I.R.C. (International Relations Club). The ^
late intelligent discussion of international offoas. Bnn^g f
tion some historical perspective and a vital interest in
the members strive to think actively toward world peace.
The club operates under the auspices of thefor International Peace, which makes available each year for ^
bers several books on current international topics. The
ore varied in form. Membership is open to any person interested in
such discussions.
ACTORATORS. The Aclcrators is a club which functions in connec
tion with the Speech and Dramatics deportment in the fosterag of st^
dent participation in debates, speech tournaments, plays, and other re
lated activities. The club sponsors thepresentation of a major play every
year.
TREFIAN LITERARY SOCIETY. Tiefian is made up of college wo
men. and itholds its meetings every other week. It purposes to ac(^t^t
its members with parliamentary procedure and to provide stimulating
cultural programs. Officers are elected each semester.
A CAPPELLA CHOIR. The Choir is made up of a selected group
of singers who represent the College in concert tours and home appear
ances during the year. Membership is open to anyone who can meet the
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rigid requirements. Emphasis is placed upon spiritual, meaningful, and
artistic interpretation of sacred choral literature.
F.T.A. (Future Teachers of America). The local Amos Stonbrough
Chapter of the F.T.A. is affiliated with both the state and national
Educational Associations. The purpose of the organization is to prepare
prospective teachers for educational leadership. Throughout the year
the club sponsors various projects and meetings with special educational
emphasis.
SCRIEBLERS' CLUB. A club composed of Juniors and seniors who are
majoring in English. The club promotes in its regular meetings the ap
preciation of literature, creative writing, and discussion of various authors
and their works. Each spring the club sponsors the publication of cm
anthology, which consists of student writings.
OPUS 2. A music club open to all interested students. Organized
during the 1954-55 school year as "Opus 1," this organization seeks
to promote musical life on the campus. Meetings feature speakers,
musical performances, and informal discussions.
Activities
HOMECOMING. The Associated Students sponsor a Homecoming
Day celebrated annually on November 11. A varied program is pr&-
sented on this occasion, usually featuring an outstanding football
game, a banquet, and the first dramatic presentation of the year,
may day. a May Day celebration is held annually the first Satur
day of May under the direction of the Associated Students.
ATHLETICS. A keen interest is shown in athletics, with intercollegiate
contests regularly beingheld in the following sports: football, basketball,
baseball, and track. Intramural tournaments and games are held in ten-
ms. table tennis and volleyball.
F0REN9ICS. Each year George For College is represented in the
speech contests of the Intercollegiate Forensics Association of Oregon
in or^ory, eirtemporaneous speaking, after-dinner speaking, and dobat-
mg. In all these forms of public speaking contests the college has a
creditable record.
Also the Old Pulpit Contest, a local speaking contest, is held each
yem in the spring, in which every student may participate by giving
a five-minute sermonette.
nuijor dramatic productions are given each year, one
of which is a religious drama. Also included are minor presentations
throughout the year.
PUBLICATIONS. A bi-weekly paper. The Creseni, is published by
the students during the college year. Both news and literary materials
^d place mthis publication, the staff ofwhich is elected by the students.
The paper is a member of Associated Collegiate Press.
The coUege annual, L'Ami ("The Friend"), is also published by the
students.
BAND. A pep bond for functioning at rallies, athletic contests and
parades Is maintained on the volunteer basis.
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Conduct of Students
Every student at George Fox College is expected to be diligent in
study and to deport himself in an orderly, courteous, and moral man
ner, both on and off the college campus. When a student enters the col
lege he agrees in writing to have due regard for the regulations of the
institutions, all of which ore designed to allow the fullest liberty consis
tent with efficient work and to promote the welfare of the coUege com
munity, It is taken for granted that the purpose of college attendance is
earnest, presistent study, and that social enjoyment must always be
subordinated to the accomplishment of such study.
When the faculty is satisfied that a student is not properly earring
onhis work, his parents or guardian will be notified of the fact, and
if there is no reformation, his removal from the college will be reques e .
The some course may be pursued when a student does not seem o e^
benefited by the advantages offered or shows cm unwillingness o assis
cheerfully in maintaining good order-
Since its very beginning, those who have carried the
lor the management of George Fox College have been agree
purpose of the college could not be fulfilled nor the bes -frrd
its students served without placing a bcm upon social dcmcm^
playing, and the use of alcoholic beverages or of tobacco m .J. .
upon the campus. The college authorities have no desire o
upon the so-called individual right to indulge in any o es '
but corrsider that such indulgence is not in keepmg with
Ideals of a Christian school and that it hinders the development oi
truly self-denying Christian character. The attend^ce of studente wno
insist upon such indulgences is not desired. When the fac ty co
advisable, any student whose spirit cmd actions are antagomsUc totn
ideals may be dismissed immediately.
Regular church attendance is expected of all ®
college assumes no responsibility in this matter for stu ®
in (heii own homes. There are a number of exceUent churches in New
berg where students find a worm welcome.
The faculty believes that, generaUy, marriage withm a ^t of
study is a hindrance to the best work of students and wish
advise that such plans be postponed imtil the unit of stu y is
Therefore, it is asked that students do not marry dunng a semes^r, m-
cluding vacations, without the consent of the faculty or admmistrati(m.
Students who do not obtain faculty or administrative consent will be
asked to withdraw for the duration of the cxinent semester.
Those who represent George Fox College in intercollegiate com
petition, such as athletic and speech contests, are required to carry
a minimum of twelve semester hours of work and maintain an adequate
standardof character. A minimum of tensemester hours, with satisfactory
character and conduct, is required for participation in other activities,
with the exception of deputation work. The Deputation Committee of
the faculty determines the eligibility of students participating in depu
tation work.
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The Administration will at their discretion limit the activities ol
students who are doing xmsotisfactory work in any course oi study.
The faculty represents a board of control in regard to matters of
discipline, and is authorized to suspend or dismiss a student whenever, in
its judgment, such action would be for the best interest of the college.
AUTOMOBILES may be used by any student at George Fox only
by registration with the college and in accordance with certain require
ments of the state of Oregon and oi the college. For details see student
handbook.
A student Handbook will be furnished at the time of registration.
Each student is responsible for the information and directives contained
therein.
Expenses
The life in the George Fox College dormitories is one of the distinc
tive features of the college. It is the aim of the school to furnish students
from outside of Newberg an environment as nearly like that of the
Christian home as possible.
The number of dormitory rooms is limited and in order to secure ao-
commodations, applications for rooms should be made as early as pos
sible. A deposit of $5 will reserve a room.
DORMITORIES. The women ore housed in Kanyon Hall, and the
men in Edwards Hall. The rooms in these houses are furnished with beds,
mattresses, table, chairs and wardrobe. Students are expected to provide
their own bedding, towels, curtains and other furnishings, all of which
should be properly marked.
All dormitory rooms must be cleaned and prepared for inspection
by the occupants by 10:00 a.m. daily except Simday.
ELECTRICAL FEES: With the exceptionof electric razors and radios,
the use of electric appliances Is forbidden in all dormitories except by
first registering each oppliance in the business office and paying a speci
fied fee. Inquire at business office for rates.
APARTMENTS. The apartments have two bedrooms, bath, good
closets and a combination kitchen and living room and include basic fur
niture. There ore a limited number of apartments off campus which
are usually available for college students. Anyone interested in an
apartment should write immediately to the college office for an applica
tion blank.
While all the liberty is given the stndent consistent with moral safety
and good school work, the college undertakes to carefully look after
the students placed in its charge, especially those who reside in the dox-
mitories. Students are not expected to be away from the dormitories at
night without consent, and the physical, social and moral interests ore
constantly guarded.
Where special arrangements are made by parents or guardians, for
reasons satisfactory to the faculty, students whose homes are distant
from the college may board with private families who cooperate with the
faculty in carrying out the regulations of the college; but students will
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not be permitted to board in families where such cooperation is not
freely given. Students from a distance should not moke arrangements to
live outside the dormitories without the consent of college authorities.
If at any time It is deemed advisable, the college may require a
student living in a home not his own to become a dormitory student
BOARDING. Board in the college dining hall is payable in advance.
The college reserves the right to change this rate if clrcximstosces shoiild
make it necessary.
The first meal will be served Friday evening, September II. Meals
are not served during any holiday recess of more thon one day.
Reductions and refunds are made only in cases of illness, emer
gency or by special arrangement with the treasurer.
TUITION AND FEES. The regular tuition of the college is S150.00 per
semester with small additional fees for laboratory courses, music, and
art.
The tuition charge for less than 14 hours work in the college is $11
per hour. The charge per hour in excess of 16 hours is $9 psr hour.
For those who wish to audit courses for which they do not enrolL
a charge of S5 per course is made.
The Associated Students dues are $10 per semester and rein
ed of all students by action of the students. These dues are co e
by the office of the college treasurer at the time of the paymen o
tion. The fee entitles the student to admission to all athletic events <ma
oratorical contests conducted by the students, subscription o e
college paper and a copy of the college annual.
A charge of S4.50 per year, payable in advance, is °
casualty insurance coverage of $500 per student. This charge is s )
to insurance rates.
A deposit of $5 per semester will be required of each
cover breakage in any Icioratory course or of college property,
unused portion will be returned to the student.
Agraduation fee of $10.00 is payable to the treasurer of the coBege
by each candidate for graduation before May 1.
After completion of lower division requirements C^reshmOT <md
sophomore work) a junior certificate will be issued upon request. A ee
of $5 is payable to the treasurer for this certificate.
All college bills. Including tuition, room rent, etc., ore payable in
advance, and every student is required to settle with the treasurer at
the beginning of each semester. Tuition and Associated Students dues
and fees must be paid at least one semester in advance. Board and
room rent are also payable in advance but may be paid monthly if
arrangements are made with the Treasurer accordingly. Students whose
bills are partially or wholly provided for in some other way should
nevertheless report the same to the treasurer promptly at the beginning
of the semester, that he may imderstand their position and adjust their
accounts.
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FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Since some parents may prefer to pay tuition
and other school fees in equal monthly installments
during the academic year, we are glad to offer
this convenience xmder The Tuition Plan. The cost
is 4% greater than when payment is made in cash
at the begitming of each term.
If you prefer to pay this bill in equal monthly
installments simply notify us and we shall send
you the necessary forms immediately.
A fee of SI is charged for announced examination missed by the
student for reasons other than illness.
There will be a fee of SI for late registration for those enrolling
after the last day of scheduled registration. This amount will increase to
$2 on the second day and S3 on the third day. (33 maximum.)
A charge of SI is payable for any change of subjects after the
second week of any semester.
Special arrangements must be made and tuition adjusted for work
done outside of regular classes under faculty direction.
Grades must be withheld from students whose college bills ore not
paid in full.
SUMMARY OF EXPENSES. The following is an estimated summary
of the necessary expenses for one semester.
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Tuition
Student Affairs
Insurance (approximate)
(payable once each year)
Room
Board
Breakage fee deposit
(unused portion retumoble)
Laboratory fees—
Biology
Comparative Anatomy
Chemistry
Physics
Art
Ornithology
Clothing Construction
Foods
Advanced Clothing
Typing
Graduation fee
$150.00
10.00
4.50
50.00
175.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.50
5.00
3.00
5.00
10.00
George Fox College
I
Music—Voice or Piano, per semester
(V^! hour lesson—15 per semester)
Practice Room (Organ, piano, voice) 1 hour daily
Practice Room (without piano) 1 hour daily
25.00
5.00
5.00
To this must be added the expenses for books and laundry. It •will
be noted that expenses are made as light as possible in order to bring
the advantages of the college within the reach of all.
Upon faculty action, changes in basic charges may be instituted
without notice.
REFUND OF TUITION. When a student receives honorable dismis
sal during a semester on accoimt of his own long-continued illness,
tuition will be charged only for that part of the semester during which
he was able to be in attendance, at the rate of six per cent of &e semes
ter's tuition for each week or port of a week from the beginning of the
semester to the time of his withdrawal.
A.
When a student in good standing in conduct and scholarship vohm-
tarily withdraws during a semester, he will be entitled to honor^le dis
missal and refimd of tuition for that semester on the following basis.
Refund of three-fourths of the tuition if the student withdraws before
the beginning of the third week of the semester.
Refund of one-half of the tuition if the student withdraws before the
beginning of the fifth week of the semester.
Refund of one-fourth of the tuition if the student withdraws before
tho beginning of the seventh week of the semester.
In all cases of refund a fee of $1 will be charged.
No refund of tuition is given in case of voluntary withdrawal alter
the beginning of the seventh week.
No refund of student affairs dues nor insurance is given at any time.
No refund of fees will be made after the first two weeks in a
semester.
There is no refund of tuition in case of
dishonorable dismissal on account of misconduct or
orship, nor when the withdrawal of the student is due to dismissal for
any cause by faculty action.
Financial Aid to Students
1.
SCHOLARSHIPS:
All scholarships ore granted by the
the faculty and must besigned by the chauman of that comimttee.
Greenleaf Academy Scholarship. A SISO.OO scholarship is given
each year to the student having the highest rank m scholarship
and character graduating from Greenleaf Academy. This scholar
ship is on the basis of 375 each semester.
Newberg High School Scholarship. A scholarship of $150 may be
granted to a member of the graduating class of Newberg High
School. Half of this scholarship will be usable each semester.
2.
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Interested students moy apply for this scholarship. It will be
granted on the basis of scholarship, character, and need.
3. Honor Scholarships. Students who graduate in the upper ten per
cent of their high school graduating class will be eligible, upon
furnishing satisfactory character references, for a SlOO scholar*
ship for their freshman year in college. Their tuition will be cre
dited with S50 each semester.
4. The Everett M. Heacock Family Quarterly Meeting Scholarships.
A scholarship of $200 will be granted to one young person from
each quarterly meeting of Oregon Yearly Meeting: Newberg,
Solem, Portland, Greenleaf, Boise Valley, and Puget Sound. These
scholarships are awarded by the college upon recommendation
of the Quarterly Meeting Public Relations Committee. Every can
didate in the Quarterly Meeting is considered and the award
mode on the basis of scholarship ([grade point average of 2.5[),
character, and need.
5. Class Honors. Each year the college board gives a prize of $100
tuition to the student of the junior class deemed by the faculty to
be most worthy because of scholarship and character. Similar
honors are awarded the sophomore and freshman classes. These
prizes are applicable $50 each semester the following year.
B. GRANTS-IN-AID:
Some funds ore donated aimually to the college to aid worthy
students. This distribution is made by the scholarship committee
of the faculty. Students usually do not make opplication for this
aid, for it is granted as funds permit to students who do not hove
sufficient funds to continue schooling, yet whose diligence is
recommending.
C. STUDENT LOAN FUND:
Students who need financial assistance to complete a semester's
expense may apply for a student loan. This fund has been provided
through gilts to the college and is administered through the college
treasurer's office upon approval of the administration.
D. DISCOUNTS:
The college will grant a $100 discormt lor the school year, $50 to
be applied each semester to the minor, unmarried sons or daughters
of:
1. MiiUsters in active full-time Christian work.
2. Missionaries in active full-time Christian work, under a recognized
mission board.
3. Full-time college staff members.
This amount applies likewise to recorded, licensed, and ordained
ministers.
E. EMPLOYMENT:
Students who need to work for a part of their expenses may do so
when they are able to substantiate their need. Applications for
work should be mode well in odvance of the expected enrollment
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date, but the work contract which designates the assignment and
pay rate will only be executed after the other details of registration
hove been completed.
SCHOLASTIC mrCRMflTION
Admission
As a college of liberal arts committed to Christian principles. George
Fox College seeks students who are qualified to do college work and
who are interested or willing to become interested in the type of pro
gram and life for which the college stands. The student who seeks to
enter George Fox College, whatever his high school ranking, should be
willing to exert himself to do the best academic work of which he is
capable. Superior intellect is welcomed but not required. More important
is the serious purpose, the sound character, which will cause the stu
dent to put forth his best efforts in his academic work.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION. 1. Graduates from accredited
high schools or other secondary schools of equal standing or stu en
with an official transcript showing the satisfactory completion of six
teen properly distributed units of work are eligible toapply for admission
to George Fox College. Graduation from a standard n
Oregon involves the completion of sixteen units, eight of wm^ s a
required as follows: Three units in English, two units in socia smenc^
comprising the state-adopted courses in United Stales l^tory-ciyic ot
socio-economic problems, one xmil in health and physical educa on
two units selected from the fields of natural science and ma ema .
or of mathematics. Two units in either natural science or matnema im,
one unit in each of these fields will be acceptable, but a mir"""*" o wo
units in a single language will be required if a foreign angu g
selected.
Graduates from standard out-of-stale high
to present substantially the above distribution of urns. ( °
wards college entrance is given for work in ^nmans ip, sp 9'
any subject classified as a student activity. One um o g
music wUl be accepted, when other entrance lequuemente ^e met. ^
work is of proper grade and properly certUied m accordance with the
standards of the state department of education.;
In case the student is not able to offer just the distribution ouUined
above, but has the full sixteenunitsof high school
Cor twelve units from a senior high school) he will be admitted
coUege. and can make up his entrance deficiency by selecting a larger
part of his college work in the department in which his entrance work
is deficient.
2 Mature persons who have not completed the sixteen units of work
may beadmitted to the college by passing an examination on the entrance
recmirements, or they may be admitted provisionally and transfer back
semester hours equivalent to that required for entrance to the college.
3. Applicants whose high school education was interrupted be-
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cause of the Selective Service Act may apply for admission upon pas
sing the General Educational Development Tests. On this basis the vet
eran may be oble to secure a diploma from the high school he last at
tended before entering the service. He should consult the principal of
his high school about specific requirements.
4. Applicants for admission to the freshman class whose grade
point average for their high school work is less than a "C" or its
equivalent will be admitted only on probation for one semester. If
the grade point overage for the first semester falls below 1.5 the case
will be reviewed by the committee on advanced standing and gradua
tion with recommendations to the faculty for continued probation or
other appropriate action.
5. Information and necessary application forms may be secured
by writing to the Registrar, George Fox College, Newberg, Oregon.
Veterans
Veterans may enroll at George Fox College tmder the provisions of
the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944 CTh® G* I* PutHc Law
346). the Vocational Rehabilitation Act (Public Low 16) as amended,
and Public Lav/ 550, for Korean Veterans. The veteran planning to enter
college for the first time under the G. I. Bill should apply to the Regional
Office of the Veterans Administration for a CeTtiiicate of Enfitlemenf for
troining at George Fox College. This certificate should be presented at
the time of enrollment.
The veteran who has had previous training under the G. I. Bill In
some other institution or with some industrial firm must present a
Supplemental Certiiicate of Entitlement from the Veterans Administration.
College credit may be granted for certain types of educational ex
perience attained while in the service. Veterans may apply for this
credit by submiiting to the registrar a certified copy of the Separation
Qualification Record, W. D. AGO Form 100 (Army); Notice of Separation
from U.S. Naval Service, Novpers 553 or Coast Guard 553; Report of
Separation, U.S.M.C. or U.S.M.M.
The amount of credit granted will be determined by the applicant's
previous educational experience, the recommendation in "The Guide to
the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed Services" pub
lished by the American Coimcil on Educotion, the course the student
elects, and the educational policies of the college.
Advcmced Standings
Students from other educational institutions may be admitted to ad
vanced standing upon the presentation of official transcripts showing in
detail the kind and amount of work done. Students transferring from
other schools must furnish a certificate of dismissal in good standing,
both as to scholarship and to character.
The college undertakes to make a just and careful evaluation of
credits presented for advanced standing from normal schools and vo
cational schools and other institutions whose credits cannot be accepted
merely on certification.
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Admission Procedure
A candidate for admission to George Fox College should proceed
as follows:
1. Submit an application on the blank form "Application for Ad
mission to Oregon Higher Education," which may be obtained from any
Oregon high school or from the Registrar of this college- The college ad
missions committee approves all applicants and notifies each as to his
acceptance.
2. Present himself for registration crt the opening dote of the se
mester.
ADMISSION TO COURSE. A student may not enter a course after
the third week of the semester without consent of the registrar and the
head of the department concerned.
ADMISSION TO DORMITORIES. The number of donmtory rooM
is limited and application for rooms should be made as early as possible
to secure accommodations. A deposit of S5 will reserve a roo^ Tl^
amount will later be held as a breakage fee, the balance of which will
be refunded. All is returnable if student is unable to come.
Classification
Classification isbased upon the student's academic stmding interms
of hours and credit points at the beginning of the semester.
1. Regular students ore those who have
ments and are following a procedure leading to a egr . y
classified as follows:
Freshmen—Students with fewer than 28 semester hours.
Sophomores—Students who have completed 28 semester hours of
work.
Juniors—Completion of 64 hours of work rad most
vision courses outlined for freshmen and sophomore. j_ „oin»
be considered as having junior class standing rmhl his grade point
average is at least 1.90.
Seniors-Completion of 90 hoursgulrenrents but those to be ^at p^S
be considered as havmg semor class siuut-imy
average is at least 2.00.
Students may be classified as regular students only when entoce
requirements have been met and official transcripts have been received
and evaluated. , , .
Students who at midyear have e^ed a sufiiclent n^er of ho™
and points to be tedasaified may, il they so desire, retam tbek tat
semeLr classification lor the purpose of participation in cf^s activities
rdass eteclions. and the hotdtng ol ctass olfices. Students who pieler not
to change their classification at midyear should notify the registrar.
2 Special Students—Mature persona who are not following courses
and procedure to secure a degree may, with the approval of the dean,
enroU in certain courses as special students. Credit earned by special
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students will not be applicable toward a degree until all entrance re
quirements hare been met.
3. Auditors—By special permission oi the instructor in charge and
the dean oi the college, certain persons may be admitted as auditors
to courses from which they con derive benefit without class participation
and without individual help from the instructor. These persons will pay
a matriculation fee of $5 per course.
4. Postgraduate Students—George Fox College does not offer grad
uate work, but students who hold a degree from a standard four-year
college will be classified as postgraduate students upon presentation of
a certified statement of their graduation.
5. Unclassified Students are those who for acceptable reasons, such
OS delayed transcripts, have not yet met all requirements for full classi
fication.
Students regularly enrolled in another college who. with the per
mission of that institution, enroll in certain courses at George Fox
College to be transferred back to their institution are enrolled os un
classified students.
Regardless of classification, students who wish to participate in
school activities other than deputation service must be enrolled in at
least 10 hours and in at least 12 hours for competitive activities. Eligi
bility for deputation work will be determined by the faculty committee
on deputation.
Academic Regulations
Amount of Work. The normal student load is 15 to 16 hours each
semester. Fieshmen. in their first semester, may not register for more than
17 hours, including physical education. Permission to carry extra hours
will be given only to students maintaining a "B" average. Students
entering late will be expected to take less work than if they had entered
at the beginning of the semester.
The following regulations have been adopted as governing
the relationship between the student's academic load and his outside
work:
ACADEMIC LOAD
15 to 17 credits
12 to 14 credits
10 to 12 credits
6 to 10 credits
OUTSIDE WORK ALLOWED
Fourteen hours or less per week —
Above fourteen hours but not more than twenty
Above twenty hours but not more than thirty
Above thirty hours
ATTENDANCE
1. Class Attendance. Students are expected to attend all class ses
sions. When absence is unavoidable, students should arrange in ad
vance with the instructor for the completion of all work missed. When
a student has had one more absence than the number of hours in the
course, the teacher must drop hiin from the class roll. Reinstatement
must come from the Dean.
2. Chapel Attendance. The administration and faculty regard con
sistent chapel attendance as of very great importance; therefore, when-
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ever a student incurs five or more unexcused absences, he will be re
quired to explain them to the Dean who may. in turn, reqriiie that the
explanation be made to the entire faculty for disposition.
3. Laboratories. Students are expected to be present for laboratory
work which any coxuse requires.
GRADES. The grade symbols used and their significance ore as
follows:
Grade "A" indicates exceptional work.
Grade "B" indicates superior work.
Grade "C" indicates average work.
Grade "D" indicates inferior work, but is a passing grade.
Grade "F" indicates failure to complete work strifident in qumUty
or quality to receive credit. Credit may be earned only by repe g
course.
"Inc." means incomplete. It is given only to students
has not been completed by the end of the semester because
stances beyond their control. Removal of an <niir,w
plished during the first term or semester the student is m sing that in which it is given except by sped^ SSiae^
dean. After the expiration of this period, the grade In
to failure. . ... . ,.
"WD" means withdrawn. It signifies the
withdrawn from the course. The grade "F is given
drawal from a course.
Grade points are given in the following manner. ^
"A"-four points; '^ ''-three points; °
point. No grade points are given for anycourse w assigned
a grade, including failures and incompletes. ra P . over-
for the purpose of determiningage in o'ol^u.ed bp dividing "^^>^re',rd inXple.l
the sum oi the semester hours and the unr
^ ' . j.a»«r«i5Tififi bv daily redtolions. written tests.Semester grades are detennmed "F ° '
written papers, reports, ond final exommotions. ^
EXAMINATIONS. Ex^hiatioim exam-
every six weeks during the semester, as weU as a imai »
PROBATION A lower division student is automaUcally placed onA lu cA 1 ^ will TdmaiB
?SbS overage ol'l-Vs for asubsequent
cSnSSed Irade point average below 2. He ^ not be released un^h^^a g?ade point average of at least 2and ^ accimulaUve gradepoint^ver?ge of 2. Any student who is on probaUon for two consecuUve
semesters may be dropped from classes.
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No student will be considered as having junior class standing rintil
his grade point average is at least 1.90, or senior class standing until
his grade point average is at least 2.
To receive a Junior Certiiicate, a student must have a grade point
average oi at least 2.
Those who plan to teach should maintain a grade point average of
2.5.
Candidates for degrees must have o grade point average of at
least 2.
CHANGE OF PROGRAM
1. Withdrawal from Class.. A student may not drop a course without
the consent of the registrar. Students who register for a course of study
and who may desire to change that course after two weeks from the be
ginning of the semester will be charged one dollar for each course so
changed. If a course is dropped without permission, or if after the third
week a course in which he is not doing passing work is dropped, the
student shall receive a "Failure" grade.
2. Withdrawal from College. A student should realize that "quit-
thing" does not constitute a withdrawal. He is required to inform the dean
upon his absence or withdrawal from college, and to fill out the with
drawal forms furnished by the registrar's office. Unless this is done, the
student may forfeit his right to a clear transcript of credits and honorable
dismissah
Degrees
George Fox College confers three degrees.
Bachelor oi Arts. The degree of Bachelor of Arts is conferred upon
the student in liberal arts who has satisfied the requirements for gradu
ation.
Bachelor of Science. The Bachelorof Science degree is conferred up
on the graduates whose majors are mathematics, natural science, or
social science, who prefer not to take the Arts degree.
Bachelor of Theology. The Bachelor of Theology degree is conferred
on those students who have completed thirty hours of additional work of
a specified nature above the A.B. degree.
^The college also awards a Junior Certificate to those students who
desire it and have completed ^e lower division requirements of the
college with a grade point average of 2.
Groducction
If a student drops out of college for a year or more and later
returns to graduate, he must meet the requirements in effect for the doss
in which he graduates.
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A.
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREES.
Requirements for Lower Division
1. Semester hours: minimum, 64.
2. Grade-Point average: TniniTnnm, 2.00.
3. English:
(a) Freshmen with low rating on English placement test must take
and pass English 1, a 2-hour, non-credit course.
(b) English Composition: 6 semester hours.
4. Physical Education: 4 semester hours in activity coxuses.
5. Health Education: 2 semester hoius in Health Education (PE 101).
6. Group Reqxiirement: a prescribed amotmt of work selected from the
three groups, representing comprehensive fields of knowledge: Lan-
^age and Literature, Social Studies, and Science. Courses that sat
isfy these group requirements are numbered 100-110, 200-210.
Co) A.B. Majors; the completion of a one-year sequence in each of
the three groups and one additional sequence in one group from
the 200-210 series.
Cb) B.S. Majors and Music Majors: two of these sequences may be
postponed until the junior and/or senior year.
7. Bible: Minimum, 4 semester hours.
The language requirements (I'slow) should be completed dur
ing the freshman and sophomore years.
8. Speech: 4 semester hours.
Requirements for Upper Division
1. Completion of Lower Division Requirements.
2. Semester hours: Minimum, 126, including:
Ca) Upper division courses: minimum, 42.
Cb) Hours in the major: minimum, 24, including at least 18 hours in
upper division courses.
3. Language requirement: TninirrniTn. two years of college work in a
single foreign language, or equivalent.*
4. Grade-point average: minimum, 2.00.
5. Residence: minimum, 30 hours.
6. Religion; minimxim, 4 hours taken during the junior or senior year.**
7. Comprehensive examinations: During the second semester of the sen
ior year all candidates for degrees must pass a comprehensive ex
amination embracing their total major.
*Two years of a foreign language are required if no language was taken
in high school. Students who have two years of one language in high
school can satisfy the requirement taking the second year of the some
language in college.
"See Bible Department requirements.
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Group Reqizirements
All freshmen and sophomores are required to complete a minimum
amount of lower division and survey courses embracing a broad 9^*
eral education. A year's sequence must be completed in each of the
three groups, plus an additional sequence in 200-210 courses chosen
from one of the three groups. Students majoring in science can satisfy
the additional year's sequence by taking a second-year course in Mathe
matics. Physics, or Chemistry. The courses approved for satisfaction of
the group requirement are numbered 100-110 and 200-210. The following
courses meet this requirement.
Lcmguoge and Literadure Group
English:
History of English Literature (Eng. 204, 205).
Masterpieces of World Literature (Eng. 312, 313)
Bequiied for students in the Joint-Degree plan.
Social Studies Group
Economics:
Principles of Economics C^c. 201, 202).
History:
History of Civilization CHst 101, 102).
American History 201, 202).
Philosophy:
Introduction to Philosophy CPl^l 201, 202).
Political Science:
American Government 201, 202).
Psychology:
General Psychology 201, 202).
Sociology:
General Sociology Social Problems CSoc. 201. 202).
Science Group
Biology:
Animal and Plant Biology 102). «no^
Vertebrate Zoology, Anatomy and Physiology C®* ZOl. J.
Chemistry:
General Chemistry CCh 101. 102). ono^
Qualitative and Quantitative Ancdysis (Ch 201. 202),
Mathematics:
Elementary Mathematical Anolysla (Mth 101, 102).
Physics:
General Physics (Ph 101, 102).
Science:
Foundations of Physical Science C^c 201, 202).
(ja) Major. Not later than the beginning of the junior year,
student is required to make a choice of a major subject in some one
partment of the college. He is urged to make this choice even earlier u
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it is at all possible, in order that on effective program of studies may be
made lor his entire college career. The requirement for the major varies
from twenty-four to thirty-six semester hours in accord with department
requirements, of which a minimum of eighteen hours is from upper divi
sion courses. The student should seek the advice of the professor in the
field of his choice.
A major may be selected from the following fields:
Art
Bible and Religious Education
Biology
Elementary Education
English and Literatrire
Home Economics
Mathematics
Music
Psychology and Education
Social Studies
Cb) Minor. Certain departments require the student to complete a
minor comprised of fifteen hours of work. The minor should be related to
his major study, and should be selected with the advice of 1^ major
professor. Minors may be chosen from any of the major studies listed
above, and also from the following departments:
Chemistry
Modem Languages
French
Greek
Spanish
German
Physical Education
Physics
Speech and Dramatics
B. BACHELOR OF ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREES
IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
The Joint-Degree Plan
The Oregon Stale System of Higher Education, through its three
Colleges of Education, has entered into an emergency program, for a
CooperaUve Joint-degree Elementary Teacher Curriculum with Linfield
College. Reed College. University of Portland, Cascade College, and
Willamette University; and within the system, with the University
of Oregon and Oregon State College.
George Fox College entered this program with the Oregon Collega
of Education June 3, 1954, which provides on opportunity for students
already enrolled as well as for new students to prepare for elementary
school teaching.
Any student who having finished a broad two-year program of
liberal arts and who meets required standards may enroll in the
specified junior year curriculum. This will be followed by a fourth year
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of concentrated, professional study at the Oregon College of Education,
which offers the specialized courses and laboratory experiences
reqtiired for professional preparation and certification to teach in
elementary schools.
The unusual opportunity of enjoying the benefits of two college
campuses is thus afforded the elementary teacher candidate. The co
operating institution, and the college of education, confer a degree
on those who successfully complete this elementary teacher education
program.
This program must be thought of as following a prescribed course.
Graduation requirements remain the same as outlined under section A
above with two exceptions: the upper division religion requirement is
waived and a student may elect not to study a language. Following is
the Joint-Degree curriculum:
Suggested Freshman Courses:
Sem. 1 Sem. 2
— Eng 111, 112 Freshman Composition 3 3
—Bi 101, 102 Animal and Plant Biology 4 4
Hst 101, 102 History of Civilization 3 3
-—PE 101 Health and Hygiene 2
—^PE-102 Elementary Physical Education • 1 I
Language requirement or elective 3-5 3-5
Electives —-— •• ••— 2
16-18 16-18
Suggested Sophomore Courses:
Eng 312, 313 Masterpieces of World Literature 3 3
Hst 201.202 American History 3 3
Psy 201 General Psychology 3
Sp 111 Fundamentals of Speech 2
PE 102 Elementary Physical Education 1 1
Language requirement or elective 3 3
Jleligion requirement 2 2
Elective 2
17 14
George Fox College provides the following specified junior-year cur
riculum for students who have completed the broad two-year lower
division college program in liberal arts and sciences and who desire
to prepare for elementary school teaching:
Sem. 1 Sem. 2
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Mus 114
Mus 115
Ed 322
Geog 101
AA 112
PE 321
Ed 311
Music Fundamentals
Sight Singing
Educational Psychology
World Geography
General Art
Health and Physical Inspection
.Secondary Education
George Fox College
h
Ed 342
Sc 201, 202
Hst 331
Oregon School System and Law
Foundations of Physical Science
History of Oregon
Religion Requirement
Sem. 1
18
Sem. 2
2
4
2
2
17
The fourth year of concentrated professional elementary teacher
preparation and student teaching to be taken in residence at Oregon
College of Education includes the following courses:
Ed 357
Ed 358
Ed 359
Psy 311
Ed 313
Math 311
Eng 388
Ed 435
Ed 344
Mus 383
A 323
Ed 415
Methods and Materials (^Reading^
Methods and Materials (Soc. Sc.)
Methods and Materials
Human Development
Educational Psychology II
Foundations of Mathematics
Children's Literature and Library —
Audio-Visual Aids
PE in Elementary Grades
Music Fundamentals (Methods)
Art Fundamentals (Methods) —
Student Teaching and Seminar _ 15
16 18 15
George Fox College will award the degree of Bachelor of Arts (if
two years of foreign language are completed) or if not, the Bachelor
of Science degree, to students successfully completing this joint pro
gram. and the College of Education will award the professional degree
of Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education.
C. BACHELOR OF THEOLOGY DEGREE
1. An A.B. degree, or the completion of an equivalent amount of
work.
2. Thirty hours of addiUonal credit in upper division work beywd
the A.B. requirements for the completion of a 24-hour major m the De
partment ofReUgious Education. Inany cose where thestudent has secur
ed his A.B. degree with a major in Bible or Religious Education, not less
than 18 hours of the additional 30 hours must be in that department,
other courses to be selected as approved. At least one year must have
been spent in residence in George Fox College with a mmimum of 24
hours of work.
3. Of the 30 hours prescribed, 2 hours may be earned by complet
ing a* Religious Education project during the year and submitting a de
tailed record of activities and findings in connection therewith. This
project may consist of any approved reading and supervisory activity
in Simdoy School, Junior Church, ChristianEndeavor, assistant pastorate
or other practical Christian service.
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D. REQUIBEMENTS FOR THE JUNIOR CERTIFICATE
A Junior Certilicate will be granted upon request to students who
have completed the lower division requirements, including Bible
hours^; who hove a grade point average oi 2 or more and who have
paid the iee ior such a certilicate.
SUGGESTED COURSES FOR FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORES
The following outline of freshman and sophomore courses is in
cluded for the particular benefit of entering freshmen. It should be re
garded as o general guide to the selection of courses. A student's pro
gram will vary somewhat in accord with their objectives as they work
with their individual advisor.
FRESHMEN
Science Majors
English Composition
Health Education
Physical Education
Eng in. 112
PE 101
PE 101
Hst 101. 102 History of CiviIi2atlon
One of the following Sciences:
Moth 101
Bi 101, 102—General Biology
Ch 101. 102—General Chemistry
'Elective
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Mttsic Majors
Eng 111, 112 English Composition .
PE 101 Health Education
PE 102 Physical Education
Mus 121, 122 Harmony I
Language (French or German)
Private Instruction
Bible
Choir
Eng 111. 112
PE 101
PE 102
Language I
Arts Mojors
English Composition „
Health Education
Physical Education
Hst 101, 102 History of Civilization
' Home Economics majors should take
HEc 111, 112 Foods in the freshman year.
}-
Som. 1 Som. 2
Total 17
Total 16
17
1
3
5
1
2
1
16
George Fox College
R 101, 102
Elective
Old Testament History
SOPHOMORES
Science Majors
Eng 204, 205 History of English Literature
PE 102 Physical Education
Sp 111, 112 or
211 Speech
Social Science (200 level)
Science (second year sequence)
Bible
Eng 204, 205
PE 102
Sp 111, 112 or
211
Mus, 251, 252 Harmony II
Language II
Private Instruction
Hst 101, 102 History of Civilization
Choir
•Eng 204, 205
PE 102
Sp 111, 112 or
211
Language II
Music Majors
History of English Literature
Physical Education
Speech
Arts Majors
History of English Literature
Physical Education
Speech
Social Science (200 level)
Laboratory Science
Elective
Counseling Service
Sem. 1
3
Sem.2
3
2
17Total 17
Total 17
Total 17
Total 17
3
1
2
3
4
2
17
3
1
2
3
3
1
3
1
17
3
1
2
3
3
4
1
17
Personal counseling begins as soon as the student has indicated an
interest in attending George Fox College, hi addition to the academic
requirements for admission, the persotmel department makes contact
through correspondence or personal interviews, where possible, with the
* Elementary-teachers program requires
Eng 312, 313 Masterpieces of World Literature
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applicant This contact leads up to the "Freshman Week" program, when
octive, definite counseling is imperative.
Freshman week is designed to give the new students an opportuni
ty to become oriented into the college environment. Through tests,
personal interviews, and observations, new students benefit from per
sonal counsel which will help them to make the most advantage of what
the college has to offer academically, physically and spiritually. All
faculty members participate in the counseling program.
The student is provided with counseling service throughout Vii«
college years, being assigned to one adviser from whom be may receive
counsel at any time upon any problem. A friendly interest in the stu
dent is the basis of the entire personal counseling program.
Professional and Vocational Courses
George Fos College is primarily a college of liberal arts, and its
chief aim is to give an odequate four-year course in arts and sciences
which will furnish thorough preparation for a xiseful and happy life.
There are unquestionable advantages in the four-year liberal arts
coiurse before the student specializes in graduate work, medical study, or
special work in law, engineering, theology and the like.
When a student desires, however, to complete his professional pre
paration in the shortest possible time, he con choose from the George
Foi College currlculxun those studies which will most definitely fit into
1^ professional course later. He will be carefully advised in the selec
tion of these courses.
Fcliowing are suggestions in the matter of the choice of studies for
those preparing for professional careers.
Teoching
Many students of George Fc* College are preparing for teaching,
and the alunmi of the college who teach or have taught enjoy a high
reputation in this field of service. Among them are a number of college
professors and leading school administratcrs, as well as many out
standing classroom teachers.
TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS. Teaching is a complex and difficult
professioninvolving responsibility for the physical, intellectual, social and
ethical development of children and yoxmg people. Students of average
scholarships or those lacking in strong character, good health, or stable
personality should choose some other vocation.
In order to be eligible for recommendation as a teacher a grade
point of 2.5 must be obtained. The college reserves the right to recom
mend for teaching only those students who meet these qualifications.
GUIDANCE IN TRAINING, All prospective teachers, in all years of
college, should register theirintention of becoming teachers, with the head
of the Education Department. Interests, qualifications, certification re
quirements, and opportunities and requirements at George Fox and other
schools should be considered in planning a college program. In this
way, students ore able to receive valuable guidance from the adminls-
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trotion. from advisers, and from heads of subject departments, as well
as from the Education Deportment.
Program for High School Teachers
Candidates lor the Oregon state high school certificate, after Febru
ary 10, 1943, must have completed the following professional courses:
Sem. hrs.
a. Secondary Education —
b. Educational Psychology
c. Principles of Secondary Teaching
d. Oregon School Law
e. Oregon History
f. Supervised Teaching
The first three subjects listed above must be taken after the sopho
more year and General Psychology must precede Educational Psycholo
gy-
The following recommendations are issued by the Oregon Superin
tendent of Public Instruction as Secondary School Standards. 1949:
"A broad knowledge in the fields of English and Literature, sodol
studios, mathematics, natural science and line arts should be a funda
mental part of the equipment of every secondary school teacher. It is
therefore recommended that teachers should hove completed . . . the
following minimum hours in each field:
16 hours English ^composition, rhetoric, speech, dramatics).
16 hours Social studies Chistory, political science, economics, socio
logy, geography, philosophy).
4 hours Arts and Crafts (music, art).
"In addition to the minimum number of hours in educcrton
specified ... the following nunimum number of hours should be requiiea
in each subject field."
a. 24 hours English (a' 1®°®' ^hours in composition and rhetoric, also
work in speech).
b. 20 hours Foreign Language (ffigh school credits evaluated in
terms of coUege hours may be accepted in meeting the minimum
requirements).
c. 24 hours Social studies (12 hours in American and European or
world history, and a total of at least 7 hours in two or more of the
foUowing subjects: government, economics, sociology and geogra-
phy).
d. 12 semester hours MathemaUcs. college level.
e. 32 semester hours Coimnerce—12 hours shorthand, six hours typ
ing, 16 hours accounting and business administration. (The short
hand and typing may include courses from high school or business
college evaluated in terms of coUege hours or equivalent perfor
mance standards.)
f. Natural science—Certain combinaliona may be obtained among
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the following; 16 hours elementary science^ 12 biology, 8 physics
and 8 chemistry.
g. 16 semester hours Health and physical education—8 hours each
in physical education and health education-
h. 16 semester hours Homemaking.
Professional courses at George Fox for prospective high school
teachers should be taken in the following order:
Sophomore Year—General Psychology.
Junior Year—Educational Psychology, History of Oregon. Secondary
Education. Principles of Secondary Teaching.
Senior Year—Individual Research; Oregon School System and Law
will be given in alternate years.
George Fo* College is not on the accredited list of the Northwest
Association of Secondary and Higher Schools. In order to adapt them
selves in this situation, students who graduate from George Fo* desir
ing to teach should plan to secure their Master's Degree from a standard
school in order to accredit their undergraduate work here. This should
be done immediately following graduation from George Fox. In the long
nm, this is really an advantage as it will enable the student to begin
teaching on the Master's Degree salary scale.
Elementary Teacher Preparation
The Bachelor's degree is now required for elementary teaching cer
tification in most states and recommended by all states. The Oregon
program for elementary teaching must include the following:
®®°^®sler hours of lower division work including music, art and
physical education.
b. The upper division work in the following areas must reach a total
of 34 semester hours:
Sem. hxs.
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1. Supervised teaching
2. Educational Psychology
3. Methods of Primary Education
Methods of Intermediate and Upper grade education
4. Children's literature
5. Oregon History
6. Oregon System of Education
7. Elementary School Library Methods
8. Tests and measurements for elementary teachers
9. Mental Hygiene
10. Elementary school organization
11. Audio-Visual Aids
12. Child Development or Child Psychology
13. Public School Music
14. Public School Art
15. Public School Health and Physical Ed.
([Students who lack background work in either art or music
George Fox College
should have four hours of non-professional work in eadb field
in addition to the two hours in professional ccxirses.)
George Fox College will be able to give a good number of these
courses but is not at present undertaking to provide a complete cuiricu-
liun for the training of elementary teachers.
Christian Service
George Fox College provides training for those who contemplate full-
time Christian service and also for those planning business professions
but desiring to be ready to render effective ond intelligent aid to their
churches and communities as Christian laymen.
Those interested in such training should register in their freshman
year for Old Testament History and lower division requirements. (See
page 59.) In the sophomore year they should elect Bible, Christicm
Education, Social Science, and Speech along with courses in other de
partments.
In the junior and senior years they should include courses in Bible,
Theology. Church History, Speech and English as either major subjects
or electives.
Govemment Service
The field of Govemment Service is conslanUy broadening and offer
ing increased opportunities to college men and women.
Students deciding to graduate with the idea of entering tl^
are urged to select such courses as History. Political Science.^ Speecix.
Sociology. Economics. Business Administration, Psychology, Liter^ure,
Foreign Languages. Mathematics and Physics. For specialized tec
fields of service it is obvious that graduate work will have to e Q
to this foundation.
Social Service
There is an increasing demand for
in the various branches of the social service field. M^y ® , P
tions rec[uiie graduate work in this field which is to be pr ^ ^
broad foundation of undergraduate courses in the soci scie .
following courses offered at George Fox CoUege ore recommen 7
the American Association of Schools of Social Work, omoogy.
Sociology. Race Relations. The Family, Economic. Economic Geo^aphy,
Political Science. American Government, Social Psy^ology. Abnormal
Psychology; also Freshman Composition. American Literature. Philoso
phy. American History. Speech. Typing and Art.
Business
For students wishing to secure training for business, it Is recommend
ed that they take general Liberal Arts courses along with the techmcal
work of the Business Department.
Engineering
While George Fox College cannot give a technical course in engin
eering, it does give an exceUent foundation for such specialization. Since
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an engineer must deal with other people as well as hove a technical
knowledge, it is important that he hove a well-balanced education.
Many students find it profitable to attend George Fox College for two
years and then specialize at a school of engineering. It is also possible,
ii Q proper course is followed, to graduate here and then obtain a
Master of Science degree in engineering with two years of graduate
work.
Medlicine
The major subjects of the premedical student should be in the fields
of Chemistry and Biology. However, other subjects should be selected
from the helds of liberal education such as: Sociology. Psychology,
Physiology, Economics, History, Mathematics, and further work in Eng.
lish.A grade average of Bplus or above must be maintained if a student
expects to attend medical school.
Dentistry
Standard schools of dentistry very generally recommend "the regu-
lar^ premedical course covering the first two years of liberal arts
fining." This includes work in English, Chemistry, Biology and Physics.
These com all be secured at George Fox College.
Nursing
H a student desires work in preparation for a nurse's coiirse,
can find that work offered at George Fox College.
It is suggested that the following subjects be taken: Biology, Physi-
o og^ Anatomy, Chemistry, German or French, English, Social Science
and General Psychology.
Agriculture
Students interested in specializing in agriculture may spend one or
^ George Fox College and complete the course at Oregonate College or some agriculural school of equivalent standing. If two
years ore taken here, it may be possible to secure a Master of Science
degree in three additional years.
Library Service
accredited schools of library science require four years of
admittance for a degree. A reading knowledge of two
^gn anguages and a general education, consisting of learning in the
Imowledge, are required. Ability in pubUc speaking and m typmg is recommended. •« *-
IV. health is essential, as the work in a library school requiresthe fuU tune and energy of the student.
Personahty traits such as alertness, neatness, accuracy, promptness,
^ meet the public are considered necessary in
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Health and Physical Education
In the field of Health and Physical Education, George Fox College
tries to do two things:
1. To instill in individual students health habits and ideals neces
sary for their own well being.
2. To provide Health and Physical Education courses which meet
the requirements for teachers of Health, Physical Education and Coach
ing in the State High Schools.
Scientific Research
The field oi scientific reseach is yearly attracting more and more
men and women. Most of our advances in the itelds of alleviation of
human suffering, transportation, communication and conveniences cne
based on scientific research. Of course the actual research cannot bo
undertaken imtil an adequate foundation is built up. The actual research
is therefore left to the graduate schools, to which numerous fellowships
and scholarships are available to those who make outstanding showings
in their undergraduate work. Our students have been very successful
in securing these opportuaitles to continue their studies.
COURSES or INSTRUCTION
The Divisioxis
DIVISION Ol^E—EDUCATION
Education and Psychology
Physical Education
DIVISION TWO—FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
Art
Home Economics
Music
DIVISION THREE—LANGUAGES
English and Literature
French
German
Spanish
Speech and Dramatics
DIVISION FOUR—NATURAL SCIENCES
Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics
DIVISION FIVE—RELIGION
Bible and Religious Education
Greek
Philosophy
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DIVISION SIX—SOCIAL STUDIES
Business
Economics
History
Political Science
Sociology
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
George Fox College offers a wide choice of courses. The courses
are offered on a two-year rotation plan. A schedule of rotation ia Indf-
CQted so that all requirements for graduation ere assured, but any
course may be given at any lime if there is sufficient demand.
COURSE-NUMBERING SYSTEM. With the 1951-52 academic yearthe policy of numbering courses in the 100 and 200 series has been re
placed with the system outlined below:
1-99 Courses of sub-College level.
100-110, 200-210 Survey or foundation courses that meet lower divi
sion, group requirements.
111-199, 211-299 Other courses, first year and second year leveL
300-399 Courses intended primarily for juniors.
400-499 Courses primarily for seniors.
Courses numbered 300 and above are not open to freshmen and
sophomores.
DIVISION ONE — EDUCATION
Education and Psychology
MARIE P. TIELEMAN
Lower DivisionPsy 201. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Pirsf semester, three hours.
Introductory study of human behavior and experience; including
such topics as: personality development, nature and nurture, mo-
tWQtion, emotions, conilict and frustration, learning, remembering,
"ii^^huig, perceiving, and other areas of sell-understanding. PRE
REQUISITE TO ALL PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION COURSES.
Psy 202. PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT (MENTAL HYGIENE).
Second semester, three hours.
A study of normal persons with everyday problems of adjust
ment. Emphasis is placed on recognizing problems, their causes,
and ways of making changes so that lifemay be happier and more
effective.
Upper Division
Psy 304. ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Oifered 1956-57 and alternate years.
A study of behavior changes during adolescence, with emphasis
on problems common to individuals trying to make personal, social.
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intellectual, and religious adjustments during this change from de
pendent childhood to independent adulthood.
Psy 310. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Prerequisite: Psy 201 end Soc 201. Second semester, three hours.
Offered 1955-56.
A study of sociological and psychological processes at work
in various kinds of personal and group behavior; including such
topics as: the role of social mores and inslilutions, social group
techniques, barriers to communication and understanding, demo
cratic group membership and leadership.
410. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56.
A study of various forms of unusual behavior, probable cousM,
modem concepts of prevention and therapy. Emphasis^ is plac^
on normal motives, frustrations, and adjustment mechanisms whi
become exaggerated into abnormal behavior.
415. COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
A study of principles and techniques designed to offer assistance
to teachers, ministers, and counselors responsible for persona
counseling and group guidance revolving around personal, soci
vocational, educational, ethical, and religious problems of young
people.
Psy 462. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND TESTING.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57.
A study of the construction and xise of achievement,
special aptitude, and intelligence tests. A limited ®
vised practice in administration, scoring, and interpretatio
is oifered.
307. PSYCHOLOGY OF READING.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and affernate years.
A study of what is involved in the function of reading ^ °
to learning and recreation. Attention is given to unders o® 9
improving a large number of interrelated skills necessary to elec
tive problem-solving through reading.
311. SECONDARY EDUCATION.
First semester, two hours.
A study of the history, purposes, and functions of seTOndaiy
schools in a democracy. Attention is given to: teacher ^oldicotions,
basic principles of teaching, pupil needs, secondc^-s^ool curricu
lum, school activities, and school-community relationships.
Ed 321. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.
First semester, three hours.
A study of psychological bases of educational processes includ
ing: individual and group differences and needs, factors affecting
learning and thinking, memory, transfer of training, use of various
Psy
Psy
Ed
Ed
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kinds of leommg experiences, meosiirement of intelligence, and
other factors related to teaching and learning.
Ed 332. PRINCIPLES AND METHODS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION.
Prerequisite: Psy 201, Ed 311, and Ed 321. Second semester, two
hours,
A study of underlying philosophies of education and actual class
room processes, including: planning teaching units, classroom or
ganization and management, evaluating and reporting pupil pro
gress, discipline, and others.
Ed 342. OREGON SCHOOL SYSTEM AND LAW.
Prerequisite: Ed 311. Second semester, two hours.
A study of Oregon school system and laws on which it is based.
Attention is given to trends in education and problems confronting
schools today; particularly problems confronting Oregon schools
and plans proposed to solve them.
Ed 351. STATISTICAL PROCEDURES IN EDUCATION.
First semester, two hours. Offered upon demand.
A study of elementary statistical procedures and their applica
tion to educational study and re8ear<^
Ed 435. AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS.
First semester, two hours.
A study of the development and use of various kinds of audio
visual aids in teaching and preaching. Emphasis is placed on
actual learning situations in which pictures, slides, charts, maps,
graphs, bulletin boards, records, films, etc., implement learning
ond understanding.
462. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Offered upon demand.
A study of the physical, intellectual, social, emotional, moral,
and religious development of children from birth to adolescence.
401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
Psy 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
For further offerings in Elementary Education see:
Mus 114. MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS.
Mus 115. SIGHT SINGING.
Geog 101. WORLD GEOGRAPHY.
AA 112. GENERAL ART.
PE 321. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL INSPECTION.
Sc 201, 202. FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
HEc 342. CHILD CARE AND PSYCHOLOGY.
Hst 331. HISTORY OF OREGON.
Ed
Ed
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PhYsicol Education
GERALD LEMMONS
JEAN FOLEY
Credit is given for participation in any of the mojor sports.
FOR MEN
Lower Division
PE 101. HEALTH EDUCATION.
One semester, two hours.
The general principles of health and hygiene as «^P^^
munity problems; the protection of the health of the indivxau
of the community. Required of all Freshmen.
PE 102. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION
One hour each semester. .
Four semesters. Instruction in the fimdamental techniques cm
rules of football, basketball, volleyball, cmd softbalL
PE 104, INDIVIDUAL CORRECTIVE ACTIVITIES.
One hour each semester. Hrfan-
This class will bo given to those students with physical e^
cies, imable to participate in the regular program. Given up
recommendation of a phycisian.
PE 211. PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
First semester, two hours. .
In this course, the fundamental principles to
Physical Education will be discussed. An effort vw
acquaint the student with the scope and opportunities o
PE 212. OFFICIATING ATHLETICS
Second semester, two hours.
A study and analysis of the rules of different ^®^.^jfjciating
special emphasis on football, basketball, and -jHhq with
techniques and responsibilities oi an official while
other oflicials will be considered.
Upper Division
PE 301, 302. PRINCIPLES OF COACHING.
Throughout the year, two hours each semester. j » »>i
The first twelve weeks of the first semester the
coaching offootball. The last six weeks of the firsj « basket-
iiiEt Ebc wseks oi tho second semester wiU be devoted to
ball and the last twelve weeks of the second sem
voted to baseball.
PE 311. CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES.
First semester, two hours. .
This will be a practical course dealing with the fim amen
of injury care, massage, adhesive atrapphig» trainmg
management.
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•PE 321. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL INSPECTION.
Second semester, two iiours.
Enables the teacher to detect gross defects in structural and
organic development and function. Infectious diseases are studied
and common diseases of the vital organs briefly covered.
FOR WOMEN
Lower Division
101. HEALTH AND HYGIENE.
One semester, two hours.
The general principles of health and hygiene as applied to com
munity problems; the protection of the health of the Individual and
of the community. Hequired of all Freshmen.
102. ELEMENTABY PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester,
CFreshmen) Two semesters. Two periods per week in simple floor
work and competitive games. Hequired of all Freshmen.
103. ADVANCED PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester.
CSophomore) Two semesters. Gymnasium floor work and com
petitive games.
104. INDIVIDUAL CORHECTIVE ACTIVITIES.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester.
This cl^s will be given to those students with physical deficlen-
es, unable to participate in the regular program. Given upon the
recommendation of a physician.
211. TECHNIQUES OF SPORTS.
Throughout theyear, two hours each semester. Offered 1955-56 and
aifernate years.
One lecture and two laboratory periods; study and practice in
ecnniques; volleyball, basketbaU, baseball, badminton, tennis,
archery, golf, and fencing.
214. PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
First semester, two hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
course, thefundamental principles and philosophy of Physi-
ion will be discussed. An effort will be made to acquaintthe student with the scope and opportuniUes of the field.
Upper Division
311. CARE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES.
First semester, two hours.
This will be a practical course dealing with the fundamentals of
Injtiry care, massage; adhesive strapping; and training room mcm-
agement
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PE 321. HEALTH AND PHYSICAL INSPECTION.
Second semester, two hours.
Enables the teacher to detect gross defects In structural and or
ganic development and function. Infectious diseases of the vital
organs briefly covered.
PE 331, 332. ATHLETIC COACHING.
Prerequisite: PE211. Throughout theyear, two hours each semester.
Theory and practice in coaching volleybolL basketball, andbase
ball; includes both lecture and l^orotory work.
DIVISION TWO—FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
Art
LYDIA A. McNICHOLS
Beginning with the 1954-55 school year the George Fox College
is aiiiliated with the Museum Art School of Portland. Under the temm
of this joint program a student who is approved by the college OT
the Dean of the Museum Art School may enter this program in oraer
to complete an Art major.
The student must complete the lower division requirements at
the George Fox College, which is a minimum of 64 semester hot^ oi
work. The student then transfers to the Art School in Portland tor
two complete years of residence work, which is equivalent to b
semester hours of credit. The training at the Art School may ne
in drawing, painting, sculpture, basic design, color, life. jJjq
lettering, history, ceramics, textiles and the graphic arts, ypo
satisfactory completion of this four-year program the .l-o a
awarded a certificate in Art from the Museum Art School and •
degree from the George Fox College. The B.S. degree in Art ^
awarded those students who do not elect a foreign language
their first two years.
The following work in Art is offered on the George Fox College
campus.
The aim of the Art Course is creative effort based on fundamental
art instruction.
The course is offered to fulfill a three-fold need:
CO To meet the art requirement in obtaining a teaching certificate.
(2) To give a basic art foundation.
C3) To open a new field for individual expression.
AA 111, 112. GENERAL ART.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
This or its equivalent, is a prerequisite to '
A study of the History of Art is given. Lectures, slides, lieia mps.
films, and discussions are employed to bring increased enjo^ent.
understanding, and appreciation of art. Elementary troinmg in
iornif liQ8 color, and composition ccco also offered during tn© year*
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AA 211, 212. ADVANCED ART.
Tbioughout the year, two hours each semester. Prerequisite: AA
111, 112 or adequate previous study.
This course offers specific advanced tTaining in composition as
well as instruction in the use of different mediums which are
employed in the art of painting, especially pen and ink. pencil,
lithograph, pastels, water color, and oil painting.
Home Economics
HELEN WILLCUTS
Courses in home economics, supplemented by a well-rounded pro
gram for cultural and spiritual development, prepare young women for
one or more of the following purposes:
1. Proficiency in homemaking and wholesome family life.
2. The teaching of home economics, along with other subjects, in
secondary schools.
3. The teaching of home economics as a major, or service in one of
the special fields of home economics, such as dietetics, clothing
construction, extension service, and work in institutions. For
this purpose students should ottend Oregon State College or
some similar school which specializes in home economics, dur
ing their junior and senior years.
• Students interested in working toward one or more of these objectives
should consult with the head of the Home Economics Department for
guidance in the selection of courses.
Requirements for the major. A major in home economics must in-
elude twenty-four hours in home economics including four hours of
bacteriology. Eighteen hours are required in the upper division. In addi
tion, credit must be had in Health Education and in Chemistry.
Lower Division
HEc 111, 112. FOODS.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Offered 1956-57
and aJfernate years,
A study of securing and maintaining a good state of nutrition, the
preparation and use of common foods, planning and serving meals,
marketing, preservation of food for future use. One recitation frytd
two laboratory periods.
HEc 121, 122. CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN.
Throughout the year, twohours each semester. Offered 1955-56 and
alternate years.
Application of art principles to design and selection of patterns.
Making of fimdamenlal stitches, use and fitting of patterns, repair
and remodeling of garments, and boslc construction of artistic
clothing. Two laboratory periods.
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HEc 212. TEXTILES.
First semester, two hours. Offered 1955-56 and aifernote years.
A study of textiles and their relation to work of household and
clothing problems.
HEc 222. HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
The study of social and economic problems found in the home;
such as, housing, house management, household production, and the
adequacy and use of personal and family income.
HEc 232. HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
Selection, cost, care and operation of equipment for the home.
Problems of lighting, heating and Insulations, refrigerations and
electrical equipment.
Upper Division
HEc 301. HOME DECORATION.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
Principles involved in the planmng and furnishing of a home.
Emphasis is placed on practical homemaking for the moderate type
of home.
HEc 321. THE FAMILY (See Sociology Department)
HEc 342. CHILD CARE AND PSYCHOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate 7®^^
A study of the core and feeding of the baby and young chUa
and the psychological factors found in his growth and developmen.
Some practical work is done in the citynursery schooL
HEc 351. CONSUMER BUYING.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1955-56 and alfemcrie year^
An analysis of problems and aids in purchasing Clothing and
Textiles from the consumer's point of view.
HEc 400. SENIOR SEMINAR.
First semester, two hours.
Required of all Home Economics majors.
HEc 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
HEc 402. NUTRITION.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
The relation of food to propernutrition, the factors which influence
Its nutritive value, and the recent trends in dietary habits.
HEc 412. ADVANCED CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION.
Two laboratory periods each week. Second semester, two hours.
Emphasis on tailored dresses and suits and coat making.
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HEc 421. DRAPING.
Fiist semester, three boms. Offered 1955-56 and a/ternafe years.
Fundamental principles of flat pattern and draping with practical
application of principles to the construction of afternoon and even
ing garments.
Music
CARL H. REED
LYDIA A. McNICHOLS
RACHAEL ALDRICH
The Music department is organized to meet the needs of two
groups of students. For those interested in a major in the field, a gen
eral course of study is provided; for those not specifically interested
m a major, but wishing to increase their knowledge of music, courses
m opprecitoion, applied music and ensemble work are provided.
.,department is housed in the Fine Arts building and is equippedWith a large rehearsal room, three teaching studios, six practice rooms,
and a library of music scores and recordings. A two-manual Baldwin
eleiAonic organ is locoted in the chapel auditoriiun and is available
for lesson and practice work. A grand piano is maintained in the audi
torium for recital purposes.
, of the close proximity to Portland, students are able to6 advOTtage of theconcert life of thecity. Often attractive reductions
o musical events are given tocollege students.
Mimical activities form an important aspect of campus life. A new
tmm club was organized in December, 1954, and is open to all inter-
s e stud^ts. Also last year a madrigal group was formed among
TO ege students and has made several appearances. George Fox stu-
dents may join the Newberg Community chorus in its annual production
of Handel s Messiah.
Requirements for the major. A student majoring in music is re-q^ed to take at least twenty-four semester hours in the department,
eighteen of which must be upper-division level. Required lower divi
sion coiuses are: Theory I, Theory 11, and four hours of applied music.
Upper division requirements are: Music History, Form and Analysis
and four hours of applied music.
concentrate in an applied field or follow a general
study. Those mterested in a voice major must display ample keyboard
prohciMcy m their first^ two years in order to enter upper-division
study. Students majoring in piano or organ should have some ensemble
work such as choir or band. For those students concentrating in organ,
piano or voice, a recital in their Senior year is required. A student
concentrating in a general study should include Counterpoint and
Conducting in his upper-division work.
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Lower Division
Mus 111, 112. MUSIC APPRECIATION.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Offered 1955-56
and aiterncrte years.
A general course in music listening intended to increase an
understanding and acquaintance with standard musical literature,
styles and idioms.
Mus 114. MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS.
First semester, two hours.
A course in elementary theory for students without previous
musical training.
Mus 115. SIGHT SINGING.
Second semester, two hours.
Correct interpretation of rhythmic, tonal and dynamic aspects
musical notation is stressed in this course.
Mus 120. ACAPPELLA CHOIR.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester. Ma:^rnwn cr
two hours.
A choral group of about forty voices which performs a
sacred program drawn from standard choral literatur^ a
a tour is mode in some area of the Northwest or West during
Spring vacation. There are also several local oppeoron®®
the year. , „
The choir personnel is chosen the first week of
prospective members audtioning at that time. The group
three times a week.
Mus 121, 122. THEORY I.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. f„-ture and
The basic principles of diatonic harmony, gener ®theory
materials of music are presented. Various phases o
and composition are outlined.
Mus ISO. APPLIED MUSIC.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester.
Freshman year. Indidivual instruction in organ, piano an vo
Mus 170. BAND.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester. Maximum
two hours. , ,
Membership in the bond is open to
ample proficiency on his instrument, pie gr p
hours a week with additional pracUce beingrequirea.
Mus 251. 252. THEORY II.
Prerequisite; Mus 121. 122. Throughout the year, three hours each
semester.
A continuation of Theory I. this course proceeds throi^h chro
matic harmony with an introduction to contemporary practices.
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Mus 260. APPLIED MUSIC.
rhroughoul the year, one houi eoch sesiestei.
Sophomore year. Continuation of Mus 180.
Upper Division
Mus 301. 302. MUSIC HISTORY.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Ol/ered 1956-57
and aiternate years.
The music of Western civilization from the early Christian era
to the present time.
Mus 304. 305. COUNTERPOINT.
Prerequisite: Mus 121, 122. Throughout the year, two hours each
semester. Offered 1955-56 and oiternate years.
The principles of strict counterpoint and polyphonic writing.
Mus 311. PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
Prerequisite; Mus 114, 115, or equivalent. First semester, three
hours. Oifezed 1955-56 and alternate years.
A survey of the material and methods tised in elementary and
secondary school music.
Mus 320. A CAPPELLA CHOIR.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester. Maximum credit:
two hours.
A continuation of Mus 120.
Mus 327. 328. CONDUCTING.
Throughout the year, two hours each semester. Offered 1956-57
«niaaltemote years.
A study of choral and orchestral directing. Analysis of music
literature in view of special conducting techniques.
Mus 352. HYMNOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
A study of the history and use of the hymns of the Christicm
Church.
Mus 360. APPLIED MUSIC.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester.
Junior year. Continuation of Mris 260.
Mus 361, 362. PIANO ENSEMBLE,
Prerequisite; Mus 160, 260 fPianoh four hours. Throughout the year,
one hour each semester.
A^ study of original piano literature for piano duet and two
pianos.
Mus 370. BAND.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester. Maximum credit:
two hours.
A continuotion of Mus 170.
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Mus 400. SENIOR SEMINAR.
First semester, two hours.
Mus 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
Prerequisite: permission. One or two hours credit.
Mus 403, 404. FORM AND ANALYSIS.
Prerequisite; Mus 121, 122. Throughout the year, two boats each
semester. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
Basic analysis of music from the simple folk and art forms to
the larger sonata and symphony forms.
Mus 460. APPLIED MUSIC.
Throughout the year, one hour each semester.
Senior year. Continuation ci Mus 380.
DIVISION THREE—LANGUAGES
English cmd Literature
DONALD McNICHOLS
MARGARET LEMMONS
HARLOW ANKENY
The English Department has three important objectives:
1. To see that eoch student is an elieclive reader and to lead him
to the appreciation and enjoyment of literature.
2. To acquoint the student with the literature of
and the world that he may understand the philosophical and
sources of contemporary civilization.
3. To help the student achieve clear, effective and accurate
pression of ideas in writing.
The curriculum of the English major will prep^e uj©
teaching English in secondary schools and for ® t,,i- helping
more sp^ialized fields ofEnglish language and literature
him achieve the three ahove-named objectives. ,
General Requirements. Freshman Composition
of all students for graduation, and should be complete 9
freshman year. Students who do not place high in the Eng
ment Test ^taken by all freshmen]) will be enrolled in ^eshm .
position and Rsvisw, a livs*hour course* for which three hours ot
are given.
Requirements for the major. Astudent majoring in isMquiied
to take not fewer than twenty-four semester hours in the ®P , .
elusive of Freshman Composition, eighteen hours of w i p-^rlich
the upper division. An English major must include the I^tory of EngUsh
Literature. Shakespeare, the Senior Seminar m English, and d at ail
possible, the History of American Literature. In order to
variety and background within the major. It is suggested that a student
take not less than six hours In period courses, not less than six hours
in type courses, and not less than four hours in single author courses.
Students presenting an English major must take a minor of fifteen
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hours ia some related fields which should be selected with the advice
oi the major professor.
ileguiremeats for the miaor. A student taking a minor in English is
required to take fifteen hours of English in addition to Freshman Com*
position.
All students who plan to teach English should select courses care*
fully so as to meet state certification requirements.
Lower Division
Eng 1. FRESHMAN COMPOSITION AND REVIEW.
Fiist semester, five hours, three hours credit.
Required of all freshmen who fail to make a satisfactory score
on the English placement test.
Eng 111, 112. FRESHMAN COMPOSITION.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
A study of written forms and standards requisite for college
writing.
Eng 204, 205. THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
Thepurpose will be to survey the whole field of English Literature
with a special emphasis upon the characteristics of the different
periods and the literary types which were supreme in them. Not
open to Freshmen.
Eng 211, 212. ELEMENTARY JOURNALISM.
Prerequisite: English 111 and 112 or consent of instructor. TArougi-
out the year, two hours eoch semester.
This course aims togive a fundamental knowledge ofnews stories,
editorials and features, with much practice in writing these forms.
olso deals with the writing of headlines, reading proof, correct-
recting copy, nevrspoper make-up. organization and ethics.
Upper Division
Eng 301, 302. JOURNALISM WORKSHOP.
Throughout the year, two hours each semester.
An upper division course with special emphasis placed upon the
practical opplication of journalistic principles. Open to juniors mid
seniors who have completed Elementary Journalism C211, 212) or
by special consent of instructor.
Eng 305. CREATIVE WRITING.
Second semester, two hours. Offered on demand.
An advanced course in the writing of English.
Eng 312, 313. MASTERPIECES OF WORLD LITERATURE.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
The purpose ofthiscourse is togivethe studentan appreciationof
the beat in literature both post and present of the various countries
of the world.
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Eng 321. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA.
Second semester, three hours. Offered on demand.
A studyofcontemporary drama oiAmerica, England and thecon
tinent. with some attention to dramatic technique.
Eng 331. THE ENGLISH NOVEL.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
The class will study the historical development of the
English literature, and make a study of such authors as us
Scott, Hawthorne, Cooper, Dickens. Thackeray, Eliot and Mere
Eng 332. THE AMERICAN NOVEL.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
A study of the leading American novelists from James
Cooper to the present. Special attention is given to tne
who have portrayed American life and Ideals.
Eng 341, 342. AMERICAN LITERATURE.
Throughout the year, three hours eoch semester.
The class will study American writers of all x^eligious
nation's history. Especial attention is given to social on
problems in literature.
Eng 400. SENIOR SEMINAR.
First semester, two hours.
Required of all English majors.
Eng 401. HEADING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
Eng 411. SEVENTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and ex*
A comprehensive study of the literary trends of the ce
elusive of Milton.
Eng 421. THE ENGLISH ROMANTIC PERIOD. .
Prerequisite; Eng. 204, 205 or the equivalent. First seme ehours. Offered 1956-57 and alfernafe years. montiG
The class will study the traits and f®odendes of © o
Period in English poetry from their beginnings to the .oHja
the major nineteenth century authors. The bearings up
movement in Germany and France will be observed.
Eng 431. VICTORIAN LITERATURE.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1855-56 and alternate years.
Astudy of the leading Victorian poets exclusive of Tennyson and
Browning.
Eng 441, 442. TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY.
Three hours, each semester. Offered 1956-57 and alfernafe years.
A survey of the leading works of contemporary poets and of
current tendendes in verse.
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Bay 451, 452. SHAKESPEABE.
Two hours, each semester. Otlezed 1955-56 and alternate years.
An efiort will be made to understand the author and the period.
Most of the comedies, histories and tragedies will be given thorough
study in the class and others will be studied less intensively.
Eng 461. MILTON
Second semester, two hours. 0//ered 1955-56 and alternate years.
In this course the life and writing of John Milton will be studied
with special reference to political and social conditions during
the Puritan period. The most important subject will be Milton's
Paradise Lost.
Eng 462. TENNYSON AND BROWNING.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
A thorough study of the works of each poet will be made, to
gether with some of the criticisms of these works by our best writ
ers. Tennyson and Browning will be studied with a viewof compar
ing them, and for the purpose of seeing each man in his relation to
the problems of the Victorian age.
Modem Languages
The Modem Language deportment has for its nim the introduction
o students to the literatures of otherlands and by this means to a better
un erstanding of the cultures and attitudes of people who live in other
parts of the world. By studying another language the English language
becomes more understandable.
French
SARAH P. McCRACKEN
HI. 114. 115. FIRST YEAR FRENCH.
Throughout the year, five hours each semester.
A thorough foundation In grammar, drills in correct pronuncia-
noDr and Iho reading ofeasy materials in French prose*
RL 214, 215. SECOND YEAR FRENCH.
Prerequisite: RL 114. 115 or two years of high school French.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
Review of grammar, continuation of drills in conversation, and
readmgs irom selected modem authors.
German
MARY C. BUTTON
GL 111, 112. FIRST YEAR GERMAN.
Throughout the year, five hours each semester.
A thorough grammatical foundation withcareful drill in pronunci
ation is given. Conversation is based on reading. Standard ele
mentary texts will be read as the class advances.
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GL 214, 215. SECOND YEAR GERMAN.
Prerequisite: German 111, 112 or two years of high school German.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
Review of grammatical principles with drill on verbs and idioms,
conversation, composition and reading of standard intermediate
texts.
GL 301, 302. SCHILLER AND GOETHE.
Prerequisite: German HI. 112 and 214, 215 or equivalent. Two or
three hours each semester. (OUered on demancLJ
independent reading to meet the needs of the individual student.
Spcmisli
ARTHUR SCHNASSE
RL 111, 112. FIRST YEAR SPANISH.
Throughout the year, five hours each semester.
The essentials ol Spanish grammar, with easy reading. Direct
method used as far as is practicable. Easy Spanish classics or©
read during the second semester.
RL 211, 212. SECOND YEAH SPANISH.
Prerequisite: Spanish HI. 112 or two years of high School Spanish.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
The lirst semester, a rapid review of Spanish grammar oltemoted
with reading and composition. Second semester, reading of Span
ish classics: £1 Sombrero de tres picos; El SI de las ninas, etc
RL 301. 302. MODERN SPANISH ANDSOUTH AMERICAN LITERATURE.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Offered on demand.
SelecUons will be read from the best ploys and novels of the 19tb
and 20lh centuries from such authors as Goldos. Velera. Benaveme.
Ibanez.
Speech ""d Dramatics
MARGARET SHATTUCK LEMMONS
DONALD McNICHOLS
A well-rounded program of forensic and dramatic activillM is
provided each year consisting of debating, extemporaneous and after-
dinner speaking, and oratorical contests in the Intercollegiate Forensica
Association of Oregon ri.F.A.0.). the "Old Pulpit" contest, discussion
meets, and the complete offering of one-act and fuU-length plays pro
duced in Wood-Mar auditorium.
Students minoring in Speech should plan
iorensic and dramatic events. Students preparing or t.do well to take those courses offering platform trainmg mcludmg Spe^
301. Those preparing to teach speech should take the courses m p^Uc
speaking, argumentation and debate, discussion techmques, and ^ the
courses in dramaUcs. Any student in the coUege having speech dith-
culties should come early in the year for consultation.
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All students interested in speech activities should endeavor to meet
the entrance requirements into Actoraiors. the student-conducted speech
Bodetj.
Lower Division
Sp 111. FUNDAJflENTALS OF SPEECH.
First semester, two hours.
An introductory course in the essentials of conversation and ex
temporaneous plotfonn speakinqt includinq vocabulary. Emphasis
on the composition of speeches.
Sp 112. PUBLIC SPEAKING.
Prerequisite: Speech 111. Second semester, two hours.
This course is designed to aid the student In Improving vocal and
physical delivery, eliminating tmdesirable mannerisms, and cor
recting language crudities.
Sp 151-152, INTERPRETATIVE READING.*
Throughout the year, two hours each semester.
Individual study of the finer techniques of expression in order
to develop and train the voice for good modulation and normol
use and to establish poise and ease.
Sp 211. ORAL INTERPRETATION OF LITERATURE.
Prerequisite: Speech 111. Second semester, two hours. Offered
1954-55 and oiternate yeors.
An introduction to the principles and problems concerned in the
oral interpretation of poetry, monologues, impersonation, multiple
characterization, and choric speech.
Sp 231, 232, FUNDAMENTALS OF PLAY PRODUCTION.
Throughout the year. Two hours, each semester.
A course designed to develop both the theoretical and practical
aspects of play production. The group will study problems of ploy
selection, casting, rehearsal, acting, costuming, makeup mid stage
craft with special attention to those problems of ploy directing
which confront the high scool teacher.
Upper Division
Sp 301, 302. ARGUMENTATION AND DEBATE.
Throughout the year, two hours each semesfer.
A study of the use of evidence, logical reasoning, refutation of
fallacies, bnefing, and the use of implicalive devices. Time will be
spent in preparing briefs on the national and regional debate
question. Prerequisite: Speech 111.
'Fee same as for voice student
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DIVISION FOUR—NATURAL SCIENCES
Biology
JOAN DUNKEL
The Biology department hasvarious aims—one to form a
lor studies in Psychology. Sociology and related subje^. .
help the student to realise and enjoy the wonderful wo nhvsicai
and lastly to help V'i"' to understand something of his P
structure.
Requirements for fhe major. A Biology major should
less than thirty hours in Biology, ilileen hours iri
Physiology and related subjects. One year of Chemistry is^
The minor that is closely related to Biology and that
advanced work in this department is Chemistry. Other mm
be considered are Physical Education, Physics, Psycho ogy.
and Home Economics.
B1
Bi
Lower Division
101. ANIMAL BIOLOGY.
First semester, four hours.
A _
first semester will include a study oi me ""-or
mal life. Two recitations and two laboratory periods p
102. PLANT BIOLOGY.
Second semester, four hours.
work of tk®
general introduction to the science of biology-
f th invertebw •week.
s f , g^juctuw
The work of this semester will deal with the study o
and function of the chief groups of plants.
Bi 201. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY.
Prerequisite: Biology 101. First semester, four hour* ^ ^
The vertebrate group will be the basis for week,
mester. Two recitations and two laboratory peno
BI 202. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.
Throughout the year, three hours eoch semesfer. jeference to
A study of the principles of the life processes
the functions of the human body.
Upper Division
Bi 301. COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY.
Prerequisite: Biology 101 and 201. Second seme er.
Offered 1953-54 and alternate years.
A comparative study of the vertebrate group.
Bi 302. EMBRYOLOGY. .
First semesfer. three hours. Offered 1955-56
A study of cleavage, organogeny, and
typical specimens. One lecture and two laboratory p P
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Bi 305. GENETICS.
First semester, two hours. O/fered 1954-55 and alternate years.
A thorough study of inheritance in both plant and animal types.
Two lectmes per week.
Bi 308. ORNITHOLOGY.
Second semester, three hours. Offered on demand.
A study of bird structure, adaptions, migrations, identification,
habits, food, and economic importance. Lectures, laboratory and
^eld trips. Coiuse designed for students with o bobby interest In
birds and for Biology majors.
Bi 321. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY.
First semesiei. four hours. Olieted 1954-55.
A study of the more important families of microorganisms, es-
pedally in relation to man. Two hour lectures, two laboratory per
iods per week.
BI 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
402. PARASITOLOGY.
Biology 101, Second semester, four hours. Offered1355-56 and alternate years.
Biological phases of parasitology, such as life cycles, epidemio-
loi^cal factors. Interrelation of parasite and host, and underlying
prmciples of treatment and prevention. Two lecture periods and two
laboratory periods per v/eek.
BI 410. SPECIAL PROBLEMS.
Hours to be arranged.
j given in either advanced Botany or Zoology as thedemand )ustilies.
Bi 422. SYSTEMATIC BOTANY.
Biology 102. Second semester, two hours. Offered on
Special emphasis In this course will be placed on the flowering
P ' Blowers will be classified md herbaria made.
Chemistry
MERRELL E. DADE
Ch 101. 102. GENERAL CHEMISTRY.
Throughout the year, four hours.
study of chemical phenomena, principles andgenerations. The course is intended for those students who desire
a sound background in general chemistry. Prerequisite to advanced
work m chemistry. Two recitations and two laboratory periods per
WGGiC*
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.llifc,.
Ch 201. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 101, 102. First semester, four hours.
The reaction and detection of the common metal and add ions
and analysis of unknown materials, and lectures on the imderlying
principles of analysis and consideration of equilibrium relations.
Two lecture periods and two laboratory periods per week.
Ch 202. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS.
Second semester, four hours.
Continuation of Cbemistry 201 intended to familiarize the student
with the important methods of quantitative delennination of the
elements by both giavimetic and columetric methods. Spedol atten
tion is given to theory and general principles as essentials for ac
curate laboratory work.
Ch 211, 212. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
Prerequisite: Ch 101 and 102. Throughout the year, four hours each
semester.
This course considers the fundamental reactions of the most im
portant classes of organic compoimds. It includes lobordoiy ©*-
perience in synthetic and analytical methods, and orgomc labor
atory technique.
Mathematics
EVAN REMPLE
The courses in mathematics are designed to provide the student
with training in rigorous, analytical thinking. The increasing use o
mathematical techniques in the social sciences as well as the phys ca
sciences has made advanced training in mathematics valuable for
students.
Hequiremenfs for fhe major. Students majoring in
toko at least twenty-eight semester hours, including .
upper division work, and Physics 201, 202. Additional work m f y
and Chemistry is recommended.
Lower Division
Mth 100. INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA.
First semester, three hours. ^
A course covering fundamental algebraic operations, sign
bers, solutions of linear equations one unknown, and linear equ
lions in two unknowns.
Mth 101. COLLEGE ALGEBRA.
First semester, three hours. . , . .. j
A short review of high school algebra followed by study of
the binomial theorem, progressions, pennutations and combmations,
determinants and logarithms.
Mth 102. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.
First or second semester as needed. Three hours.
A study of the trigonometric functions of angles and the appU-
cation of trigonometric principles to the solution of triangles.
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Mth 201. PLANE ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.
Prerequisite: Mth 102. First semester, ihxee boms.
Study of the properties of geometric lines and curves by alge
braic methods.
Mth 202. SOLID GEOMETRY.
Second semester, three hours.
A study of lines, planes, regular polyhedrons, prisms, cylinders,
pyramids, cones and the sphere.
tipper Division
Mth 301. 302. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 100, 101 or equivalent. Throughout the
year, five hours each semester.
_The study of differentiation and integration with applications, infinite series and other topics. This is a basiccourse for all advanced
work in mathematics, physics, chemistry and engineering.
Mth 319. SOLID ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND DETERMINANTS.
Prerequisite: Mathematics 201 or equivalent. First semester, four
hours on demond.
A study of the properties of determinants and matrices and their
applications to the solutions of systems of linear equations; the
investigation of theorems dealing with lines, planes, surfaces of
revolution, quadric surfaces, invariants and general properties of
curves and surfaces in a space of three dimensions.
Mth 350. THEORY OF EQUATIONS.
: Calculus. Second semester, three hours on demand.
Theory on zeros of polynomials, solutions of cubic and quortic
equations, numerical methods of solution, solution of systems of
linear equations.
Mth 410. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
Prerequisite; Calculus. Fiist semester, four hours.St^y of the theory, methods of solution and applications of or
dinary differential equations.
Mth 412. ADVANCED CALCULUS.
Prerequisite: Calculus. Second semester, four hours.
The course will consider partial differentiation, the definite in
tegral, Gamma and Beta functions; line, surface and space inte
grals; and applications to geometry.
PhYsics
EVAN REMPLE
The courses in physics ore designed to give the student a good
understanding of the fundamental principles of physics and their appli
cations.
lower Division
Ph 201, 202. GENERAL PHYSICS.
Prerequisite; Mth 102. Throughou/ the year, four hours each semes-
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An introductory course. Mechanics, heat and sound first semester;
electricity, magnetism and optics second semester.
Upper Division
Ph 315, 316. MODERN PHYSICS. .
Prerequisite: Physics 202, Mathematics 100, 201. Throughoirt the
year, three hours each semester. ^ .
A course covering some of the developments in
1895. Included are the discovery of the electron. ladioadiviiy.
atomic structure, x-rays, and elementary nuclear physics.
Ph 351. 352. ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM. .
Prerequisite: Physics 202, Calculus. Throughouf the year, tare
hours each semester. To be offered on demand. —„i5na
A study of eletrostatics, direct currents, transients, a s
currents and introduction to Maxwell's equations.
Science
MERRELL E. DADErontuui b viujc- _ .
The following course is offered for those students
tary certification. Required of all students in the joint-degree p wy
With Oregon College of EducaUon.
Sc 201. 202. FOUNDATION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
hroughouf the year,four hours each semester. , g^^enceA study of basic principles and concepts of P^T®i__nstratlon.
with emphasis upon the development of laboratory demons
Two recitations and two laboratory periods each week.
DIVISION FIVE—REUGION
Bible and Religious Education*
PAUL M. MILLS
ARTHUR O. ROBERTS
^oviae additional training in Bible and Christian Mucu"— Endeavor
wao desire to serve as Sunday School teachers, aim is to
workers, youth or adult leaders and social workers. A t^^ „aatorB.
meet theneed of those preparing for full-time Christian service P
evangelists or missionaries. , oiven
To this end a variety of courses is offered. Most of .
I atifficleDt dOfllCIOae
mwe
rotation. Others may be arranged for upon sufficient e
^Courses which are acceptable to meet the requireme
worked "R". ~ ' • h li •-
Requirements for (he major. Astudent majoring in Bi^e ® re ^
ous education is required to take not fewer than
hours in the department, exclusive of the Senior seminar, eighteen nouis
of which must be in the upper division.
'Friends' students ore required to take R4I2 "Doctrine of Friends la
order to satisfy the upper division requirement in Religion.
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Students presenting a Bible major must take a minor of fiiteen hours
In a related field, wUch should be selected with the advice of the
mujor professor.
a 101, 102. OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY.
Three hours each semesfer. "R".
A study of the text of the Old Testament historical books, Genesis
to Esther, inclusive, with an examination of the history of related
nations, a survey of the geography of Palestine and attention to
the findings of archaeology. Lectiues, recitations and required read*
ings throughout the year.
R 111. PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
I'irsf semester, three hours.
A basic course covering the nature, "ima and agencies of the
teaching work of the church and especially designed to train lay^
men to work effectively in their local churches.
B 112. METHODS IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and aliernale years.
Various methods of teaching are studied with emphasis upon pre
paration and presentation of the lesson.
R 212. GENERAL EPISTLES AND HEBREWS.
Second semesfer, two hours. "R." Offered 1958-57 and alternate
years.
A study of the Epistles of Peter, James, John and Jude, and the
Hebrews.
R 221. HISTORY OF FRIENDS.
First semester, two hours.
Some introductory study will be made in the historical, economic,
social and religious background of the early Quakers. The life
of George Fox and his associates will be studied and the develop
ment of the Society of Friends, its history being traced up to the
present time.
R 231. PROPHECY.
First semester, two hours. "R." Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
A study of God's plan for the world as presented by the pro
phets. A survey of Scriptures relating to the second coming of
Chnst. Special attention is given to the books of Daniel and Revela-
tioiL
H 241, 242. THE GOSPELS.
Twohours, each semester. "R." Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
A etudy of the'life and times of Jesus by examining each Gospel
for its distinctive historical contribution, their relationship to each
other and to the Epistles.
Upper Division
H 301, 302. ACTS AND PAULINE EPISTLES.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. "R." Offered
1956-57 and alternate years.
First semester. Acts and the early epistles—I, 11 Thessalonlons,
I, n Corinthians, Galotions. Second semester, Romans: Prison Epis-
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ties—Colossians. Epheslans, Philippians. Philemon; Pastoral Epis
tles—I, II Timothy, and Titus.
R 311, 312. MINOR AND MAJOR PROPHETS.
C311D Hrsf semester, two hours. "R." Offered 1956-57 and alternate
years.
A careful reading and examination of ea^ of the twelve minor
prophets with attention to the man. the times and the message.
(312) Second semster, two hours. "R." Offered 1956-57 and alter
nate years.
Major Prophets—One or more of the major prophets be
studied in detail in relation to historical background, organization
and content. Attention will be given to the immediate and remote
application of the message of the prophets.
B 322. OLD TESTAMENT LITERATURE. ,
Second semesfer, two hours. "R." Offered 1955-56 and alternate
years. , . i
A study of the literature of the Old Testament with speairi atten
tion to poetic writings. Lectures, recitations, and required read
ings.
B 342. MISSIONS.
Firs/ semester, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and aJfemcte yews.
Designed to aid the prospective missionary candidates in under
standing the history, as well as the contemporary problems, con
nected with world, Christian missions.
R 400. SENIOR SEMINAR.
First semester, two hours.
Required of all Bible majors.
B 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or two hours credit.
R 403, 404. CHRISTIANITY IN HISTORY.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Offered
and alfernafe years. . , .v
A brief review of the history of the apostolic age OT o
progress of Christianity from the first Christian century to 9 P
sent, with special attention to the Reformation, the rise of the oiaer
denominations and modern religious movements.
B 412. DOCTRINE OF FRIENDS.
Second semester, two hours. "R-" j • /-i i,~
A brief survey will be made of present-d<^ trends m Quc^r
doctrine, comparing them with the doctrine of eary ri • ^
major study will be of the Biblical basis for some of the doc^es
which have been distinguishing features of Quaker emphasis.
Attention wUl be given to the Discipline of Oregon Yearly Meetmg.
Barclay's Apology and other historic Friends documents.
R 421, 422. HOMILETICS.
Throughout the year, two hours each semester. Offered 1955-56
and alfernafe yeors.
A study of the structure and preparation of sermons and other
Christian addresses.
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R 431, 432. THEOLOGY.
Tbioughout the year, (hree hours eoch semesfer. O/fered 1955-56
and alternate years.
An introductory study of Theism followed by a survey of sys
tematic theology.
R 434. PASTORAL THEOLOGY.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate yeors.
A study of the non-pulpitphases of pastoral work, such as church
administration, church pidslicity, personal and commxmity contacts,
visitation, counseling and the preacher's program. Some attentioxi
will be given to pastoral psychology.
R 441. COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS.
First semester, two hours. Ollered 1956-57 and alternate years,
A comparative study between Christianity and other prominent
religions of the world such as Buddhism, Mohammedanism, etc.,
with attention, also, to some modem religious movements such as
Mormonism, Russelism, etc,
R 451. 452. PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.
Throughout the year, two hours mazhnum credit each semester.
An apprenticeship under the direction of a competent pastor.
Regular assignments in different areas of church leadership and
pastoral work. Open to a limited number of ministerial students
upon the approval of the Bible Deportment. Individual programs
of activity will be developed by the pastor and staff.
Greek
SCOTT T. CLARK
111. 112. FIRST YEAR NEW TESTAMENT GREEK
T^oughouf the year. live hours each semester. Offered 1956-57 and
oiternate years.
A beginner's course in Greek of the New Testament.
^I. 212. SECOND YEAR NEW TESTAMENT.
Prerequisite: Greek 111, 112. Throughout theyear, threehoar# ead
semesfer. Offered 1955-56 and aJfernafe years.
xieaamg oi the New Testament in Greek together with advanced
studies in grammar.
Philosophy
ARTHUR O. ROBERTS
lower Division
Phi 201. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
First semester, three hours.
A study of elementary problems of knowledge and nature.
202. ETHICS,
Second semester, three hours.
A Biirvey of ethical theories underlying various types of moral
actions, past and present, with special emphasis upon Christian
moral philosophy.
GR
GR
Phi
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Upper Division
Phi 431. 432. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.
Prerequisite: PhUosophy 201 and 202. Throughout the year, three
hours each semesfer.
A study of the major phUosophere and phUosopUc
their historic sequence. The course is Intended to ai
in the integration ol his own thought life.
DIVISION SIX—SOCIAL STUDIES
Requirements for the ma^or. A student majoring M
required to take not fewer than 36 semester cQuises
hours o! which must be in upper division courses. The fo 9
are req[uired within the major:
Freshman year: .
History of Civilization (Hsl 101, 102), 6 hours.
Sophomore year:
American History (Hst 201, 202), 6 hours.
Senior year:
Senior Seminar (SS 400), 2 hours.
Business |
Bus 1. 2. TYPING.
CNo-grade course)—Touch typing, accent on
drills, development of speed: business letters and fo
alcry periods.
Bus 104. 105. SHORTHAND.
Three hours each semesfer. trmiaerlDtion; filing and
Theory of shorthand; letter diclalio token concor-
office practice. Typing is a prerequisite or must be ia«
lently.
Bus 107, 108. ADVANCED TYPING.
Prerequisite: Typing Bun 1. 2. Four laborololT periods Two hour.
'"iteSrvfdevelopment of speed,- b^toss letters and legal forms;
tabulating, stencil cutting, office projects.
Economics ond Geograptty
MACKEY W. HIU
Goog 103. WORLD GEOGRAPHY.
Fjt^semerfer, jj°^ogxaphy with emphasis upon the human
adSstmll^ to the physicol, economic, poUtical, and cnltnral fac
tors in the environment.
Ec 201, 202. ECONOMICS.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester. Offered 1956-57
^'ah^£ta)ducSo?^to the principles of economics with atteutioa to
leading economic problems. Not open to freshmen.
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Ec 204. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1955-56 and alterncrie years.
The world pattem of nahiral resouices> extractive industrieB.
manufactiiring. and trade, with the effects of these on mankind.
History
MACKEY W. HILL
To study history is to read the story of the human race in all its
complexity of movements, ideals, victories, defeats, mistakes, and
acluevements. Out of this study we hope to preserve the best in our
heritage of the past and to gain some aid in plannina the future more
wisely.
Lower Division
Hst 101, 102. HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION.
Throughouf the year, three hours each semester.A brief su^ey of civilizaztions, ancient and modem, with em-
^ their permanent contributions to mankind in the fields ofre 1910°' art, literature, education, government, and economic and
soaal ideals. Required for the Major.
Hst 201, 202. AMERICAN HISTORY.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester,
A studyof the growth of the American colonies and their struggles
formation of the Union, the establishment
® ®Federal govenunent, the hisiory cf the Civil War and He-
•Ro ™cUon, and the later economic and political life of tho nation.Requued for the major.
C2n7^ •^®'ican history through ♦he Civil War, first semester,mencan history since the Civil War, second semester.
TT , ...s. Upper DivisionHst -301. HISTORY OF THE FAR EAST.
hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years
Oeftnn ° Asiatic countries which border on the Pacific, Withspedal reference to their relations with western nations.
Hst 307. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS.
Serond seme^er, three hours. Offered 1956-57 and alternate years.
^ colonial history of Hispcmic America. Present
social problems will be discussed and someco^ideration given to inter-American relations.
Hst 317, 318. HISTORY OF ENGLAND
A°Srv bours each semester.
Fmniro TOUif Bntoin. the overseas dominion, and the British
social chonge ° attention to constitutional development and
Hst 321. EUROPE SINCE 1815.
First semester, three hours.
Political, social, economic, crad cultural development in Europe
from the defeat of Napoleon to the present.
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Hst 331. HISTORY OF OREGON.
First semester, two hours. .
A study of the exploration, settlement cmd developmen
Pacific Northwest, with special reference to Oregon.
Hst 401, 402. HISTORY OF AMERICAN CIVILIZATION.
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
404. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES FOREIGN B^nONS.
Prerequisite: History 211, 212. First 1776 to the
The history of our relations with forelan policies,
present and the historical development of Amen
407. HISTORY OF THE RENAISSANCE AND yeors.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 jjie com-
The transition to modem life. Includes e jji^dle Classes,
mercial revolution, expansion of Europe. ° Roman Catholic re-
Humanism, the Protestant movement ®
actions. Colonial expansion and growing NQ
411. HISTORY OF RUSSIA.
Second semester, three hours. . nuggian political, econ-
A brief survey of the important change m
omic, and social life.
Political Science
MACKEY W. HILL
Lower Division
211. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT. !{
First semester, three hours. . practice of the
A comprehensive study of the .. mid locoL She
ment of the United States—federal, a equivalent,
preceded by History courses 201 and ZU
Upper Division
301. EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS. hours. Offered
Prerequisite: History 101, 102. First semester,
1955-56 and alternate years. , jjjg state, followed by
A study of the origin, nature and fo*^ Europe*
a comparative study of the leading state
307. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. alternate years.
Second semester, three hours. Offered 1 problems from the his-
A study of international and legal standpoint,
torical, sociological, economic, moral, P '
315. PUBLIC OPINION AND WORLD EVE
Three hours, first semester. events based on newsAnalysis and fL-i opd group opinion: the news-
sources; the psy^ology of j-ri^e^ing public opinion; cri-
SevSuaUo^of l°eadmg pSishers. columnists and commentators:
political campaigns and war propaganda.
Hst
Hst
Hst
PS
PS
PS
PS
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PS 401, 402, THE WORLD TODAY.
Tiiroughouf the year, two hours each seznesfer.
A study of contemporary events in their historical perspective.
Sociology
MACKEY W. HILL
ARTHUR O. ROBERTS
Lower Division
Soc 201. 202. GENERAL SOCIOLOGY.
Three hours each semester.
The first semester gives an introduction to the scientific study
of society. Its purpose is (1) to study the social forces and sodal
processes whereby present social life is involved, and C2) to
describe modem social organization and the interaction between
it and man.
The second semester deals with such problems as poverty,
crime, immigration, race, the problems of family life, etc. Spemal
emphasis willbe put on society's resources for solving its problems,
, and methods of preventing social failures.
L Upper Division
c 301. THE FAMILY.
First semester, two hours.
°'^ 9ins and functions of the faodly. A serious and franic study
of theproblems of the modem home, marriage and domestic adjust
ment. '
Soc 302. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Second semester, two hours. Offered 1955-55 and alternate years.
A course intended to acquaint the student with the social aspects
of the individual, the methods of stimulation and response, and the
bshovior mechccnlsin iixyolved in ^oup activltys
Soc 311. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION.
First semester, two hours.
Principles and methods oforganizing different phases of commimi-
ty life, and the community as a whole, together with practice in
actual community planning.
Soc 321. RACE RELATIONS.
First semester, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
A study of racial characteristics and theircauses, racial attitudes
<md their ongins, and an examination of contemporary race prob
lems, together with a search for ways of improving race relations.
Soc 322. PEACE AND WAR.
Second semesfer, three hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
A brief survey of causes and results of war with related atten
tion to the ultimate necessity of peace if civilization is to continue.
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Soc 404. SOCIAL THEORY SEMINAR.
Prerequisite: Sociology 201 or permission from instructor. Second
semester, two hours. Offered 1955-56 and alternate years.
A critical study and appraisal of the attempts to formulate e
conditions ot human bettermenL
Soc 412. RURAL SOCIOLOGY.
Second semesfer, two hours. ,
The different phases and problems of rural ®^ improve-
country are exmnined as a basis for reorganlsahott and anp
ment
SS 400. SENIOR SEMINAR.
First semesfer, fwo hours.
Required of all Social Science Majors.
SS 401. READING AND CONFERENCE.
One or fwo hours credit.
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ROSTER OF ENROLLMENT. 1954-1955
ENROLLMENT STATISTICS
Men 60
Women 82
Fieshmen _
Sophomoies
Juniors
Total
_51
J29
.14
.142
Seniors 14
Special 8
Post Graduate — 4
Evening Division 22
Denominational Affiliations
Friends 92
Evangelical United Brethren 3
Christian and Missionary
Alliance
Nazarene
Baptist
Christian
United Brethren in Christ
Methodist
United Presbyterian
Presbyterian
Evangelical Mennonite
Brethren
No Preference
Evangelical Methodist
Horley A. Brotherlon _
J. Clinton Brown
Lois M. Burnett
T. William Hampton _
Alice I. Hodson
Yvonne I. Hubbard
A. Florence Price
Rosemary E. Ramsey .
Garth B. Reece
Gwen B. Reece _____
Lavelle L. Robison
Robert T. Storms
Orville D. Winters
Richard I. Zeller
SENIORS
Ardeth L. Beals
Robert L. Byrd
David W. Elliott
Robert H. Fiscus __
Verdella A. Greene
Roland S. Hartley
Joyce R. Hoover
Lowell R. Hurd
Joaime M. Joanis —
Donald D. Lamm
Arnold W. Lee
Sarah Jane Smith
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JUNIORS
-Quilcene, Washington
Shedd, Oregon
..Vancouver, Washington
Newberg, Oregon
Caldwell, Idaho
Willamina, Oregon
Wilder. Idaho
Sherwood. Oregon
LaHabra, California
.La Habra, California
Pueblo, Colorado
...Newberg, Oregon
-Albuquerque, New Mexico
Salem, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Lynnville, Iowa
_.Beaverton, Oregon
Orland, California
Portland, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
Caldwell, Idaho
Seattle, Washington
Talent, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Boise, Idaho
„Salem, Oregon
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Mabel E. Valech
Willis J. Valech _
Patricia L. Abbe
Ben S. Aitken
George H. Andrews
Enna L. Broyles
Ralph L. Cammack .
Wayne G. Cole
Marion R. Comfort _
John I. Davis
Patricia A. Day
Robert D. Field
Charlotte L. Grriber
Karen L. Hampton _
Janet L. Hight
Lois A. Houston
Velda M. Leach
Sam F. Morse
Kara L, Newell
Fred H. Newkirk
F. Arlene Oglevie _
Charlotte R. Passolt
Stephen B. Ross
Patricia A. Schroeder
Donna M. Swilzer
Leo E. Thomas
Charles E. Tuning
Jo Anne Tuning
Earl H. Tycksen
L. Irene Whisenhunt .
David L. Wing
Jim E, Anderson
Sylvia J. Bales
Meredith K. Beals
Beverly C. Belles
I. Louise Benham
Donna J. Bingaman
Shirley A. Cadd
Christine Y. Childs
Maidella M. Cogswell
Roxanna Coppock
David H. Cor
Neva E. Cor _____
Marilea E. Cunyer
Lenore Davis
Ethelwyne C. DeLopp
Mary Jo George
1954-55 Enrollment
SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN
.Salem, Oregon
_Salem. Oregon
.Glodstone, Oregon
JUggins, Idaho
Sherwood, Oregon
.Scotts MUIs, Oregon
Ontario, Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Caldwell, Idaho
Salem, Oregon
Boring, Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Salem, Oregon
Salem, Oregon
-Amity, Oregon
JUllsboro, Oregon
.Tacoma, Washington
Greenleof, Idaho
.Forest Grove, Oregon
Melba, Idaho
Caldwell, Idaho
.Klamath Falls, Oregon
Salem, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
Greenleaf. Idaho
-West Middleton, Indiana
__Sprague River. Oregon
Sprague River. Oregon
Talent, Oregon
__Gate, Oklahoma
Berkeley, California
-Henton, Washington
Portland, Oregon
—Newberg, Oregon
Portland. Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
.Camas, Washington
Star, Idaho
-Spokane. Washington
Exeter, California
Pueblo, Colorado
Pueblo. Colorado
—••Spokane. Washington
.Los Angeles, California
Salem, Oregon
Boise, Idaho
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Shirley J. Gum
Jcmette M. Hadley
Joyce A. Hansen
Fay K. Hanson
Philip E. Harmon
Joyce E. Hester
Delores J. Hinkle
George W. Hopper. Jr.
James P. Houston
Maxwell J. Kendziora .
Naomi M. Kliever
Melvin L. Lamm
Darlene A. Lane _
Virginia E. Leach
John D. Lyda
Hubert M. Mardock
Naomi G. Martin
Faye L. McCord
Genevieve M. Mills.
Carolann E. Moor
Eugene R. Morse
Richard D. Mott
Quentin H. Nordyke
Carol L. Porrett
Doris L. Pearson
Neil A. Pierson
RoUie H. Rogers
Lorry D. Ross
Dorothy M. Sampair
Herbert Sargent
Robert L. Smith
Arnold D. Willcuts _
Coralie M. Williams
Neva M. Winters
James W. Yates
John F. Gearin
Dorothy R. Gimbel _
Margaret C. Hanculf
Dorothy M. Herrick _
Betty L. Sargent
M. Irene Schnasse _
Paul K. Stanfield
Alice G. Wheeler
Ronald E. Bamlck
M. Jean Foley
Gerald R. Lemmons
Veme S. Martin
78
SPEQAL
POST GBADTJATE
Jlubum, Califomio
Eagle, Idaho
.Salem, Oregon
Wemme, Oregon
-Tocoma, Washington
-Newberg, Oregon
.Oregon City, Oregon
Pasco, Washin^on
Jlillsboro, Oregon
JJewberg, Oregon
J3allas, Oregon
Coldwell, Idaho
Pensacola, Florida
-Tacoma. Washington
Nampa, Idaho
—Newberg, Oregon
-Tacoma. Washington
Caldwell, Idaho
—Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Nampa, Idaho
__.Paonia, Colorado
-Salem, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Eugene, Oregon
-Wenatchee, Washington
Salem, Oregon
-Salem, Oregon
-Sequin, Washington
-Newberg, Oregon
-Vancouver, Washington
Nampa, Idaho
Hillsboro. Oregon
Caldwell, Idaho
-Turlock, Caliiomia
.Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Vancouver, Washington
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Marion, Indiana
Caldwell, Idaho
Newberg, Oregon
-Ealem, Oregon
-Komiah, Idaho
-Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
George Fox College
Gertrude H. Ankeny ,
Ralph Beebe
Beverly C. Belles
Horley A. Brotherton
Josephine S. Church .
V/ilired L, Coutu
David H. Cox
John L. Davies
Joan Dunkel
EVENING DIVISION
Catherine M. Dyer _
John G. Fankhauser .
Edwin W. Gertz
Ermine M. Gertz
Esther L. Gulley
Karen L. Hampton
T. William Hampton
Roland S. Hartley _
Olive K. Hester
Leta Hockett
Stella W. Hubbord
Walter L. Jaquith
Donald D. Lamm
Delia H. Osbum
A. Florence Price
Rosemary E. Ramsey
Gwen B. Reece
Marcia Reed
Sylvia V. Rickert
Fern L. Roberts _
Richard Smith —
Ruth Smith
Paul K. Stanfield
Robert T. Storms
Jessie M. Wakefield
Orville D. Winters
Richard I, Zeller
Lois Burnett .
Bob Byrd
Wayne Cole
Dovid Co* _
Nova Cox
Marilea Ctmryer _
Robert Fiscus
Karen Hampton
Margaret Hanctilf
Philip Harmon
1954-55 Enrollment
-Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Portland, Oregon
-Quilcene, Washington
Newberg, Oregon
—Springbrook, Oregon
Pueblo. Colorado
Hubbord, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg. Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Springbrook, Oregon
Salem, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Mediord, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
-Springbrook, Oregon
Newberg. Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Wilder, Idaho
Sherwood, Oregon
-LaHabra, California
Newberg, Oregon
„_-Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Sherwood, Oregon
Sherwood, Oregon
.Caldwell, Idaho
Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Albuquerque, New Mexico
Salem, Oregon
MUSIC STUDENTS
Voice
-Vancouver, Washington
Lynnville, Iowa
Portland, Oregon
Pueblo, Colorado
-Pueblo, Colorado
-Spokane, Washington
Orlond, California
-Salem, Oregon
-Vancouver, Woshin^on
Tacoma, Washington
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Joyce Hester _
Joyce Hoover
Bill Hopper
Sam Morse
Dick Mott
Quentin Nordyke
Doris Pearson
Garth Heece
Betty Sargent
Pat Schroeder
Jim Yates
Dick Zeller
Sylvia Bales
Ardeth Beals
Marilea Curryer
Ethelwyne DeLapp
Charlotte Gruber
Shirley Gum
Janette Hadley
Pay Hanson
Janet Hight
Mel Lamm
Naomi Martin
Faye McCord
Kara Newell
Fred Newkirk
Doris Pearson
Gwen Reece
Lavelle Robison
Larry Ross
Dorothy Sompair
Mabel Valech
Ardeth Beals
Lois Burnett
Neva Cox
Robert Fiscus
Verdella Greene _
Carolann Moor
Rosemary Ramsey
Lavelle Robison _
Arnold Lee
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Piano
Organ
Violin
Newberg, Oregon
Caldwell, Idaho
-Jasco, Washington
__Greenleaf, Idaho
Paonia, Colorado
-Salem, Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
-La Habra, Caliiomia
Newberg, Oregon
Medford, Oregon
Turlock, California
Salem, Oregon
Portland, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Spokane, Washington
Salem, Oregon
-Salem, Oregon
-Auburn, Caliiomia
-Eagle, Idaho
-Wemme, Oregon
Amity, Oregon
..Caldwell, Idaho
-Tacoma, Washington
..Caldwell, Idaho
-Forest Grove, Oregon
Melba, Idaho
-Eugene, Oregon
-La Habra, California
Pueblo, Colorado
-Salem, Oregon
-Sequin, Washington
Salem, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Vancouver, Washington
Pueblo, Colorado
Oiland, California
-Portland, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Sherwood, Oregon
Pueblo, Colorado
-Boise, Idaho
George Fox College
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